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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION        
    
    

 
The 2006-2007 planning process for Phase I of Willoughby’s Comprehensive Plan Update 
identified three specific areas that require additional planning and attention.   Phase II of the Plan 
Update further studies those three “Focus Areas.” 
 

• The Historic Downtown and Adjacent Valley (Downtown); 

• The d Lakefront/Lakeshore Boulevard (North End); and 

• Housing Maintenance  
 
After defining the intended objectives, process and scope of the three new studies, collection of 
additional background data began in the fall of 2007.  At the same time, personal interviews were 
scheduled with a cross section of Downtown stakeholders and the City administration.  Potential 
policies and strategies were then identified for how each area’s existing strengths and 
opportunities could best be supported, enhanced and supplemented, as well as how the 
weaknesses and threats could be minimized or overcome.  Those preliminary strategy 
considerations were publicly presented, discussed and evaluated by City Council, the Planning 
Commission and the administration, and modified where necessary.  Finally, the revised strategy 
options were summarized as recommended initiatives for the City’s future consideration, 
feasibility investigation and selective implementation.   
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A.  A.  A.  A.  BACKGROUND BACKGROUND BACKGROUND BACKGROUND DATADATADATADATA/OBSERVATIONS/OBSERVATIONS/OBSERVATIONS/OBSERVATIONS    
    

 
The preliminary review of the “Downtown” in Phase I suggested a need for further, more 
comprehensive analysis.  As anticipated in that review, a more in-depth study required the 
collection of additional, more detailed data.  Section A summarizes the results of that additional 
data collection, and serves as part of the background information leading to the City’s strategy 
considerations discussed in Section B.  The new data also served as a basis for expanding and 
refining the preliminary observations outlined in Phase I.   
 
For this particular study area, valuable new information was also obtained through personal 
interviews with Downtown stakeholders, including both business and property owners, as well as 
public officials.  A summary of the interview results is provided in Appendix B, and referenced 
where appropriate and relevant. 
 

PRIMARY GOAL OF PRIMARY GOAL OF PRIMARY GOAL OF PRIMARY GOAL OF DOWNTOWNDOWNTOWNDOWNTOWNDOWNTOWN    FOCUS AREA FOCUS AREA FOCUS AREA FOCUS AREA STUDYSTUDYSTUDYSTUDY    

Based on the results from Part 4 of the Phase I study, subsequent discussions with Willoughby 
officials, interviews and additional data collection, the following study objective was identified 
and refined for the Downtown Focus Area: 
 

Identify, evaluate and recommend both the continuation or enhancement of existing initiatives 
and propose new actions and strategies with the most potential for promoting the sustainable 
economic health and vitality of the Downtown, preservation and enhancement of its historic form, 
function, and character, and development of the critical mass necessary to successfully compete 
with other retail areas. 

 

GENERAL BACKGROUND DATA GENERAL BACKGROUND DATA GENERAL BACKGROUND DATA GENERAL BACKGROUND DATA  
 
The following maps and tables represent the most relevant new information.  Together with the 
results from stakeholder interviews in Appendix B and the observational assessments below, 
these exhibits provided a factual and descriptive background for development of the strategy 
considerations in Section B. 
 
Zoning and Land Use 
 
Willoughby recognizes the unique role the Downtown represents in and for the City by providing 
the area with its own distinct zoning classification.  The current boundaries of the DB, 
Downtown Business, District accurately reflect both the perceived and functional limits of the 
“Downtown,” with a few possible exceptions.  As discussed more fully below and in Section B, 
the functional limits might include more of the “approaches” to the perceived area, and the area 
north of Mentor Avenue to the east is included for economic development reasons somewhat 
unrelated to current perception or function.  (See Map 1, Existing Zoning)   
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 Map 1 - Existing Zoning 
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The Downtown Business District is surrounded by nearly every other zoning classification in the 
City’s codes, including various density residential districts, multiple business districts, 
manufacturing district and industrial zoning.  In most instances, the permitted uses in those other 
districts support the purposes of Downtown in one way or another, and the adjacencies between 
districts is handled well.  (See Map 2, Functional Relationships)     

 
Map 2 – Functional Relationships 
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In addition to the identified “functional” Downtown and the Downtown District zoning 
boundaries, there are other interpretations of what the “Downtown” area should include.  The 
National Register District is considerably smaller, including only those areas with structures that 
meet specific federal criteria.  A locally defined historic district has also been created which 
extends well beyond the limits of the other three based on expanded criteria for inclusion.  
Finally, there is the “study area,” originally defined by the City to include surrounding areas that 
are, or might be, relevant to what happens within the “functional” Dowtown.  (See map 3, 
Different Definitions of “Downtown”)  Ultimately, the study considered all of the “functionally” 
relevant areas identified on Map 2.      
 
        Map 3 - Different Definitions of “Downtown” 
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Land Ownership 
 
An extraordinary amount of land in and around the Downtown is either owned by the City, or by 
religious, educational and other institutional entities.  Nearly all of the nearby land east of the 
river belongs to Andrews-Osborne Academy.  The City owns all of the immediately adjacent land 
within the river valley.  Together, the City, Willoughby Eastlake School Board and churches own 
a large percentage of the land within the Downtown.  The considerable land controlled by the 
City (and perhaps even the Academy) could prove significant in terms of implementing the 
strategies developed in Section B.  (See Map 4, City and Institutional Property Ownership) 
 

        Map 4 - City and Institutional Property Ownership                   

        
    
A complete inventory of private, non-institutional property within the Downtown is provided in 
Appendix A, Map A-1 and Table A-1.  The map serves as a key to the table listings, and the table 
includes information on ownership, usage, floor areas, building ages and specific occupants for 
each private property.  The collective significance of much of the data is included in: Map 5, First 
Floor Occupancy by Land Use Categories; Table 1, Existing Commercial Floor Area Distribution 
Summary; Appendix C, detailed first floor occupancy survey; and in the Section B strategy 
development discussions. 
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 Map 5 - First Floor Occupancy by Land Use Categories 
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Table 1 summarizes the cumulative floor areas for the primary type of uses currently occupying 
space within the Downtown, based on the County Auditor’s web site and listed in the Appendix 
as Table A-1.  According to the auditor’s office, total floor space devoted to “storage” and 
“support areas” is equal to about half of the total area devoted to retail, office and restaurant 
uses.   The spaces categorized as “support areas,” or “storage,” however, include almost any 
accessible floor area, whether or not it is actually used to support the occupant’s real primary use 
(retail, office, restaurant, etc.)  Much of the space is located within basements or similar areas that 
are not used at all.  It might, therefore, be reasonable to assume that the real area occupied by 
many of the uses is approximately 50 percent higher than shown in the Table, and that the total 
storage/support area might be re-allocated to each primary use according the use’s share of the 
total floor area.  The result should provide a more accurate understanding of the existing land use 
dynamics in Downtown.      
 

     Table 1 – Commercial Floor Area Distribution Summary 
            Re-allocated 

 Support  Area                                                                            

Totals                Sq. Ft.    Percent        Sq. Ft.    Percent 

 

Retail 127,144 22.5 %  165,146 29.2 %  
Office 123,687 21.9  160,656 28.4   
Warehouse 48,765 8.6  63,340 11.2 
Restaurant/Bar 47,520 8.4  61,723 10.9 
Bank/Credit Union 19,366 3.4  25,154 4.4 
Telecommunications 17,400 3.1  22,601 4.0 
Fraternal Organization 15,808 2.8  20,533 3.6 
Bed & Breakfast 10,922 1.9  14,186 2.5 
Automotive Services 9,810 1.7  12,742 2.3 
Funeral Home 8,962 1.6  11,641 2.1   
Light Manufacturing 6,080 1.1  7,897 1.4 
Storage/Support Areas 130,155 23.0  0 0 

All Floor Area                     565,619      100 %        565,619      100 % 

        See Appendix A for Detailed Property Description Table 

 
According to the above premise, what would likely be considered the most appropriate and 
desirable uses for the Downtown (retail, offices and restaurants) make up approximately two-
thirds of the total floor area.  The least appropriate and desirable uses, however (warehouses, 
telecommunications, light manufacturing and automotive services), still represent nearly twenty 
percent of the space.  Also, the first floor space is not occupied as exclusively by retail businesses 
as would be preferred. 
 
Nearby Residential Support  

 
Perhaps the biggest key to a successful Downtown is the number of potential walk-in customers 
living within and immediately surrounding the commercial area.  Assuming a half mile to be a 
reasonable and comfortable walking distance, a circle with a half mile radius was drawn around 
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the center of the City’s Downtown.  Utilizing aerial photographs, it was determined that 
approximately 525 residential dwelling units currently lie within that circle.  (See Map 6, Half Mile 
Radius Around Downtown) 

 
 Map 6 - Half Mile Radius Around “Downtown”  
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The number is severely limited by the undevelopable eastern portion of the circle which lies 
within the valley, as well as the large amount of land occupied by industrial development, landfill, 
City buildings, cemetery, schools and churches.  Given the amount of retail that needs to be 
supported, the existing residential population is dramatically less than what would be considered 
adequate.  
 
It should be noted that Map 6 is drawn over the Map 3 outlines of the different ways the 
Downtown boundaries have been defined.  The half mile radius includes most or all of each 
described area. 
 
Parking 
 
Nearly every stakeholder interviewed (see Appendix B) raised the issue of inadequate commercial 
parking Downtown.  Interviews with City officials, however, offered conflicting opinions.  To 
clarify the actual parking situation, a survey of every existing space was undertaken, with the 
results plotted below in Map 7, Existing Parking by Ownership.  As indicated, a total of over 
2,300 spaces were identified.  More than half are privately owned, with most available for 
customer/visitor use, but some restricted to employees.  About 21 percent were on institutional 
properties serving schools and churches, and not necessarily available for use by the general 
public.  The approximately 27% remaining are on-street and in public lots owned by the City.  
While all of those 600 plus spaces are available to the public, about 100 are often occupied by 
City employees and City Hall visitors. 
 
To evaluate adequacy, the floor area of all commercial and municipal uses was determined for the 
same geographic are, based on the Appendix A, Auditor’s data referenced above.  That area of 
nearly 438,770 square feet was divided by approximately 1,800 parking spaces to yield an average 
parking supply within the Downtown of about one space for every 240 square feet.  The nearly 
500 school and church spaces were considered unavailable and not included.  As a general rule, 
200 or more square feet per space should be more than adequate for a Downtown commercial 
environment. 
 
Observations during the parking survey suggested that the geographic distribution of the total 
spaces might help to explain the perceived lack of parking by so many owners and visitors.  The 
Downtown, therefore, was divided into nine “blocks/areas” reflecting more convenient distances 
between parking spaces and commercial or municipal destinations.  The floor area within each 
block or area was then compared to the number of parking space that were also within that 
geographic area.  (See Map 8, Existing Parking by Block/Area and Table 2, Parking per Square 
Foot)   
 
When broken down by localized blocks, it is apparent that the 1 space per 240 square foot ratio is 
not consistent throughout the Downtown.  There is no commercial development surrounding 
the City’s 280 spaces in the valley, and only 127 square feet per space in Block 3.  At the same 
time, the 525 square feet per space in block 7 is more than twice the overall average, and four 
times that in Block 3.   
 
The unequal distribution of parking spaces throughout the Downtown appears to be a major part 
of the perception of inadequacy.  There is little doubt, however, that many business owners and 
customers believe there is a lack of parking if no spaces are available within an exceedingly close 
distance.  
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 Map 7 – Existing Parking by Ownership 
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 Map 8 – Existing Parking by Block/Area 
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   Table 2 – Parking per Square Foot 

   * Does not include the parking spaces for institutional uses. 
 

    
ASSESSMENT OF INHERENT STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES ASSESSMENT OF INHERENT STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES ASSESSMENT OF INHERENT STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES ASSESSMENT OF INHERENT STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES  

    

Downtown Willoughby is one of the region’s few remaining examples of the original mixed use, 
small town centers that were once common in northeast Ohio.  Like others that remain intact, its 
ability to remain economically competitive and functionally viable is influenced by several 
inherent, and more or less unique, strengths and weaknesses.  The following factors have been 
identified as having the potential to either positively or negatively impact the future of 
Downtown, including those that represent promising opportunities, or conversely, particular 
threats. 
 

General Strengths  
 
Historic Integrity:  The historic fabric of the downtown area is relatively intact.  There are many 
historic buildings that have been renovated and there are others that retain their historic integrity 
even though they may be in need of renovation or restoration.  In addition, since there is 
National Register recognition, owners of commercial buildings within the district may be eligible 
for national and state tax credits if they restore or renovate their buildings. 
 
Active Street-Level Businesses:  The downtown area has retained a strong retail presence at 
street-level, despite some conversions to office uses. Restaurants and other retail uses provide 
multiple shopping opportunities in one place, an opportunity to browse and put more people on 
the street, thus increasing the opportunities for other businesses. 
 

Floor area Per Parking Space By Block/Area  

Parking Spaces Square Feet  

Block/Area Comm. Public Total  Comm. Public Total  

Sq. Ft.      
Per 

Parking 
Space 

1 195 0 195 41,171 0 41,171 211 

2 66 108 174 16,533 22,842 39,375 226 

3 131 12 143 18,229 0 18,229 127 

4 291 17 308 76,317 0 76,317 248 

5 223 17 240 61,577 0 61,577 257 

6 151 25 176 72,167 0 72,167 410 

7 118 0 118 41,463 20,542 62,005 525 

8 26 167 193 41,251 26,678 67,929 352 

9 0 280 280 0 0 0 ------ 

Total 1,201 626 1,827* 368,708 70,062 438,770 240 
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“Real” Life-Style Center:  Developments like Crocker Park and Legacy Village are modern day 
attempts to simulate the mixed use vibrancy of original and genuine town centers like 
Willoughby’s downtown. 
 
Wide-Spread Support:  There is very strong support for the historic value, community purpose 
and economic vitality of Willoughby’s Downtown from merchants, tenants, property owners, 
community organizations, City officials, and even loyal customers.  
 
City Administration:  The City actively supports and promotes the Downtown through services, 
events and other efforts.  It has also maintained a physical presence within the Downtown, 
showing its commitment to the area, and allowing visitors an opportunity to visit the downtown 
merchants.  The new Justice Center expands that presence and strengthens the appeal of the Vine 
and Erie Street intersection.  
 
Residential Presence:  A substantial residential population continues to exist within downtown 
and within easy walking distance.   
 
Public Parks and Open Space:  Downtown Willoughby has something that many downtown 
areas do not have – public open space and parks.  West Point Park, which sits at the juncture of 
River Road, Euclid Avenue, Spaulding Street and Erie Street is a well-known gathering spot, with 
a Gazebo the City uses for band concerts and other events, as well as an identifiable location for 
seasonal decorations.  Todd Field, off Glenn Avenue in the valley behind City Hall, has several 
baseball/softball fields, as well a play area and a concession stand.  The City also uses this site for 
their annual Frontier Days celebration. 
 
Proximity to Vocational-Technical School/Lake Academy/American Indian Museum:  At the 
juncture of River Road and Euclid Avenue are the Willoughby-Eastlake Vocational/Technical 
School, Lake Academy, and the Lake County Indian Museum.  These all bring visitors and 
workers into the downtown area, increasing the daytime population and potential customers. 
 

General Weaknesses     
 
Retail Deficiencies:  Whether it is more retail, different retail, or more diversity, the current 
ground-level utilization for retail purposes is not as strong as it could or should be.  Contributing 
factors may include the need for a major anchor, more destination stores, less non-retail at street-
level, more convenience stores or a number of other possibilities.   
 
Parking Inadequacies:  There is a perceived (or real) lack of sufficient public parking within the 
Downtown.  Additionally, the parking that is available is unevenly distributed, with much of it 
inconvenient, too distant to use, or unavailable to the public.  Some property owners have more 
than enough convenient parking for their own needs, while others may have little if any readily 
available parking.  It may also be that some visitors simply don’t know where to look. 
 
Lack of Evening Attractions:  While the numerous restaurants may do substantial business in the 
evening (at least on weekends), that does not appear to translate into much, if any, business for 
other retailers during those times.  Many are not even open.  
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Lack of Daytime Business:  During the day most retailers are doing enough business to survive, 
but that does not appear to translate into much, if any, business for the restaurants.     
 
Need for Renovation/Restoration of Some Buildings:  There are buildings within the National 
Register district that are in need of renovation or restoration, which in turn, can have a 
deleterious effect on neighboring buildings.  Numerous residences and other structures outside 
the district represent a large part of the area’s historic significance, but some have their own 
preservation or maintenance deficiencies.  In the case of less historic structures, it is sometimes 
simply an issue of inadequate maintenance.  
 
Gateways:  The gateway to Downtown Willoughby from the north is both visually unappealing 
and almost impossible to even identify for those unfamiliar with the area.    The approach from 
the west is also less than inviting.  All vehicular entrance points lack a distinctive change in 
appearance or other means of indicating the approach of, or entrance into, a “special place.” 
 
Insufficient Connections with the Chagrin River and Valley:  Presently the only connections 
between the Downtown and the river valley are the Glenn Avenue access to the City parking and 
recreational facilities, and the wooden stairs next to the sledding hill behind City Hall.  This 
extraordinary natural resource is not being adequately utilized for the benefit of the Downtown. 
 

Potential Opportunities 
 
Riverwalk Development:  This proposed new development has the potential to benefit the 
historic Downtown.  To realize that potential, however, ways will need to be found to share the 
consumer traffic it generates with the Downtown merchants. 
 
Chagrin River and River Valley:  The immediately adjacent river valley is an extraordinary visual 
and environmental attraction and offers several opportunities that have not yet been fully 
explored.  The potential exists for creating physical and psychological linkages between 
Downtown and the valley, and possibly between the valley and the Andrews Osborne Academy 
land on the opposite ridge.  The City already controls much of the land within the valley and 
along the western edge.  Residents are already familiar with the City’s recreational facilities in the 
valley, as well as how to access them from the west.  Some physical connections already exist, and 
there are direct sight lines from either side of the valley across to the opposite edges.  
 
Niche Market for Shops and Restaurants:  At one time Willoughby was known for its antique 
shops.  This gave the downtown area a distinctive reputation and provided a destination for 
antique buyers.  Unfortunately many of the antique shops have closed, and those remaining may 
no longer be sufficient for that purpose.  However, if that market could be restored, or a new 
niche market established, the downtown area could again become a unique destination for a 
specific group of customers. 
 
Physical Form:  There is a consistent physical form established along Erie Street and some side 
street locations.  If additional mixed use development expands that form into locations where it 
does not already exist, the necessary character and appearance of the Downtown would be 
expanded and strengthened. 
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“Main Street” Designation:  Having the “Main Street” designation could help promote the area 
to specific types of shoppers and retailers that enjoy the characteristics and ambience of an 
historic downtown.   
 
Evening Hours, Attractions and Events:  While the evening business for bars and restaurants 
appears to be substantial, other merchants may not consider their evening customer base 
sufficient to warrant staying open.  Anything that can attract more of those potential customers 
to the Downtown in the evenings would help the overall business climate.   
 
City Land:  The City controls a great deal of land within the Downtown and adjacent valley, 
offering numerous opportunities for facilitating desired additional development (public and 
private). 
 
Additional Housing:  A successful “downtown” environment requires a critical mass of mixed 
uses and activity, including a large resident population.  There are a number of locations within 
the Downtown with the potential for new housing development. 
 
Widespread Interest:  Based on the interviews with downtown merchants and owners, and 
discussions with city officials, there appears to be a strong and widespread interest within the 
downtown area in supporting both a continuation of existing enhancement efforts, and active 
participation in additional initiatives that are identified.    
 

Possible Threats   
 
Competition:  The downtown already faces competition from existing shopping centers and areas 
within Willoughby and adjacent communities.  These newer shopping areas often have major 
anchors, more popular stores, a greater “one stop” retail mix, as well as abundant and more 
convenient parking.   
 
Unsympathetic Landlords:  While the majority of building owners in the downtown area are also 
occupants and/or supportive of the district’s aspirations, there may be some who are not, or who 
act in ways that are detrimental to the common purposes and intentions of the majority.  Some 
may simply be insensitive to the needs of their tenants or of the entire district. 
 
Time:  Historic structures become increasingly more difficult to maintain as they continue to age.    
There may also be some risk of a gradual erosion of the will and/or the ability to maintain the 
district’s vitality or attractiveness. 
 
Insufficient Funds or Investment Interest:  If the will or the ability to invest public and/or 
private funds is insufficient or delayed too long, it might eventually become an insurmountable 
obstacle. 
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In Phase I of the Comprehensive Plan Update, several Downtown Willoughby issues and 
concerns were tentatively identified, together with potential opportunities, policies and further 
questions to be answered.  The additional Phase II background data, interview results, and 
evaluations of relevant strengths and weaknesses, generally tended to support those earlier 
assumptions and observations, although further analysis and discussion suggested that some be 
refined  or modified, and that some new considerations be added.   
 
In conformance with the original study objectives, therefore, the following identifies and 
discusses the resulting strategy considerations believed to be the most critical to achieving the 
City’s goal(s) for the Downtown.  It recommends the continuation or enhancement of existing 
initiatives and proposes new actions and strategies with the most potential for promoting the 
sustainable economic health and vitality of the Downtown, preservation and enhancement of its 
historic form, function, and character, and development of the critical mass necessary to 
successfully compete with other retail areas. 
 

The overriding goal for both public and private stakeholders is simply a “successful” Downtown 
although the many components of such “success” may have varying significance to different 
segments of the community. The City desires minimal vacancies; successful, tax-paying 
businesses; satisfied residents, preservationists, and civic organizations; and a positive public 
image both inside and outside Willoughby.  The business and property owners also want financial 
success, along with stable property values.  The residents want a desirable place for shopping, 
business, and entertainment, as well as a picturesque, charming Downtown they can take pride in.  
These objectives are all mutually interdependent, with the optimum achievement of any one 
requiring substantial achievement of them all. 
 
Willoughby’s Downtown came into being with all the necessary components in place.  Nearly a 
century later, age and numerous changes in American culture, consumerism and life styles began 
to erode the original fabric of all Downtowns.  But the City, along with other concerned private 
sector participants, responded with substantial commitments of time, money and organizational 
skills in order to restore their Downtown’s vitality, appearance and functionality.  Today, 
Willoughby’s downtown is much closer to a full realization of the multiple objectives than it has 
been for some time.  But further progress is still a necessary goal, requiring an ongoing 
commitment, a continuation of existing efforts, as well as the identification and evaluation of 
additional policies and strategies.  
 
The City is well aware that almost by definition, a successful “Downtown” requires a critical mass 
of multiple constituent elements - the sum of the whole.  Of particular concern is achieving and 
maintaining the most advantageous mix and internal distribution of several different land use 
types – retail, offices, institutions, and especially housing.  A Downtown isn’t really a downtown 
without all of these elements commingling, working together, and providing mutual support.  
Many of the individual elements are already in place in Willoughby’s Downtown, but not 
necessarily to the optimum extent possible or desirable, particularly the need for a significant 
increase in the number of dwelling units both within an adjacent to the retail area. 
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1. Encourage and facilitate new development with a focus on new housing within and 
close to the Downtown businesses, within the constraints of existing development 
and available land area. 

 
It was estimated that a little over 500 dwelling units currently exist within a half-mile of the 
Downtown’s retail center.  (See Map 6, Half Mile Radius Around Downtown)  By itself, that 
number is too low to adequately serve the existing amount of retail and related space.  As 
long as housing does not infringe on the land and building space required for commercial 
uses, it would be difficult to ever have too many residents living within walking distance of 
the Downtown merchants.  A large resident population is a necessary ingredient for a true 
“downtown,” and a critical part of the historic blueprint of the original Downtown.  
Residents add to the general level of activity, and help to make it look busy and successful.  A 
resident population provides potential customers that do not have to be attracted from 
outside the immediate area.  Those who can walk to the stores do not need parking.  At the 
same time, providing new housing should represent a meaningful reinvestment in the 
Downtown.   

 
It could also be argued that some properties immediately adjacent to the main retail corridor 
on Erie Street are not being utilized to their full potential.  Current concerns over attracting 
the optimum tenant mix, and maintaining maximum occupancy of the existing retail floor 
area, strongly suggest that the present retail market is insufficient to justify redevelopment 
that would add even more retail floor area.  They also make the idea of adding more retail 
space appear counter-productive at the present time, when efforts are focused on keeping the 
existing merchants viable.  Few, if any, of the other non-retail uses currently permitted in the 
Downtown Business District would offer much incentive to redevelop those underutilized 
properties.   

 
If the demand and desire for new retail development is in fact not there, it would serve the 
best interests of the City and the Downtown to accept and permit housing as the only 
obvious redevelopment alternative with substantial economic potential and clear anticipated 
benefits.  Providing a relatively high density residential use option might be the best, or even 
the only, way to stimulate new development in the district.  As new dwellings are occupied, 
the market potential for existing businesses will increase.  Ideally, the increased market could 
reach the point where more retail is a realistic prospect.  Nearest to the retail area, new 
housing structures could devote their first floors to additional retail space, and in other ways 
expand the physical form and character of Erie Street.  Further away, urban-style, multi-story 
townhouses could also be designed to be very compatible with, and complementary to, the 
historic character of the existing development.  (See Map 9, Locations with Redevelopment 
Potential) 
 
a. The City will likely need to be involved if meaningful redevelopment in the form 

of new housing is to become a reality. 
  

At least at first, City involvement will almost certainly be necessary.  In addition to zoning 
changes, there may be a need for financial incentives, creative land assembly, code 
flexibility, and/or other ways for the City to participate in the redevelopment process.  
That should not, however, be viewed as a deterrent.  The City is already involved in the 
Downtown and other locations through tax abatements, infrastructure improvements, 
sponsoring events, and providing unique or enhanced services.  Most successful urban 
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and small town center projects have resulted from working relationships between city 
officials, land owners and private developers.  (See Map 4, City and Institutional Property 
Ownership) 

 

           Map 9 - Locations with Redevelopment Potential 
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b. Rank Downtown structures by their specific level of preservation need. 
 
Another possible obstacle to any new development will also need to be addressed.  Many 
of the homes and other structures that occupy what might constitute prime land for 
redevelopment, have, or are perceived to have, historic significance and need to be 
preserved.  It should be recognized that meaningful redevelopment is probably not 
possible if every structure within the Downtown must remain.  At the same time there 
appear to be different opinions over which particular structures, if any, might not need 
such protection. 

 
In response, the City should create a “task force” representing all those involved, and 
charged with establishing definitive consensus as to the specific architectural and/or 
historical value of every primary structure within the immediate Downtown area.  The 
task force could be asked to determine which of perhaps four categories best applies to 
each structure: Those everyone agrees should be preserved in their original state; Those 
that should be preserved, but with some measure of design flexibility and standards for 
remodeling or additions; Those with insufficient significance to justify required 
preservation; and Those for which consensus simply cannot be reached.  For the last 
category, the task force might be kept available to revisit a particular structure if and 
when its fate is called into question and can be judged in respect to a specific project 
proposal.  

 
c. Maintain the current multi-family residential zoning southeast of the Square. 
 
For a number of reasons, the current R-MF-L multi-family zoning south of the Square 
(See Map 1, Existing Zoning) is unlikely to generate redevelopment in the foreseeable 
future, if ever.  The zoning only permits attached single-family dwellings at a maximum 
density of eight units per acre.  Many of the existing homes are already on lots of about ⅛ 
of an acre, and few are any larger than ¼ acre.  The existing homes are generally well 
maintained and valuable.  There is little need, or financial incentive, to replace what 
already exists.  That does not necessarily mean that the zoning should be changed at this 
time.  At some point in the future, however, consideration might be given allowing 
greater density housing within this district.         

 
2. Improve the real and perceived supply, accessibility and convenience of public 

parking within the Downtown. 
 

Overall, the Downtown currently has a total of one parking space for every 240 square feet of 
commercial and public use floor area, an acceptable number for such a mixed use, city-center 
area.  That ratio, however, is not consistent throughout the Downtown.  (See Map 8, Existing 
Parking by Block/Area)  Parking per square foot in some areas is as high as one per 127 
square feet, while elsewhere it is as low as one per 525 square feet.  The City parking in the 
valley between Vine Street and Glenn Avenue provides some 280 spaces, but does not appear 
to be considered as relevant or convenient by many Downtown visitors.   

 
Some property owners have an abundance of parking, while others have little or none.  
Meanwhile, nearly 500 spaces sit virtually empty, either during the week (churches) or during 
evenings and weekends (schools).  It is very difficult for historic downtowns to provide the 
reality or perception of adequate and convenient parking offered by their competition in strip 
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centers and malls.  It is also not enough for the total number of spaces within the Downtown 
to be mathematically adequate if the public can’t find them, if they must drive all over the 
area to find one, or if they don’t believe what they do find is sufficiently convenient.  No 
matter what else is done to change perceptions, the best, and perhaps the only effective 
solution is still likely to be adding new parking spaces, and to the extent possible, in more 
evenly distributed locations. Unless the public is substantially comfortable with the parking 
provisions, their perceptions are likely to continue having a negative on the merchants.   

 
a. Seek a way to fund the construction of a public parking garage or deck. 

  
Adding a substantial amount of new surface parking within the Downtown would be 
inconsistent with the area’s existing and desired form and character, and nearly impossible 
to achieve given the limited land area available.  Building a public garage or decked 
parking, therefore, is almost certainly the best available option for making a substantial 
impact on the supply, while also contributing to and complementing the existing and 
necessary building mass and bulk.  A multi-level parking garage could be constructed on 
less land than decked parking, and significantly less than a surface lot.  It would also offer 
more alternative sites.  Decked parking on two or more levels might require slightly more 
land than a garage, but it also might fit in locations that are unsuitable for a garage.  It 
would also offer the ability to create a light and airy structure that might be appropriate in 
some circumstances.  

 
Site selection criteria should include how central it would be to as much of the retail area 
as possible without compromising preservation, form, design, or other objectives.  A site 
might also be selected where the structure could help break down obstacles to optimum 
connectivity with adjacent areas, particularly between the Downtown and the valley floor.  
(See Section 3 Below)  Some consideration might also be given to using a portion of the 
garage or deck to replace the surface parking in front of City Hall, which is now 
disruptive to the desired massing of buildings and other characteristics of an ideal public 
square.   

 
Funding for the construction of such a structure is the obvious impediment that would 
have to be overcome.  If the City is to fund the entire cost, it will have to be convinced 
there is a realistic expectation that the project will generate sufficient future economic 
benefits to justify the initial investment.  If the City and Downtown property owners are 
convinced the investment will provide adequate benefits for the owners and merchants, 
private participation in the funding might be possible.  If the City believes that significant 
new Downtown development is a realistic expectation, it might view the tax benefits of 
that future growth as an acceptable way to pay off the construction debt it incurs.       

 
b. The City should require that any and all new development satisfy its own parking 

needs (and perhaps even contribute to the supply of public parking) with decked 
facilities, and not simply surface lots. 

 
If the existing form, character and functioning of the Downtown is to be preserved, 
additional surface parking must be strongly discouraged.  Surface lots limit the size, and 
even the placement of structures, as well as being out of character for a “downtown” 
environment.  Any significant expansion of development that adds to the existing area 
covered by surface parking would contradict the need to preserve and reinforce that 
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character.  Very likely, it would also be economically and physically prohibitive.  The 
potential building sites are simply too small to accommodate enough new floor area to 
make the project cost/effective, while at the same time devoting enough land to meeting 
its parking needs in surface lots.  Since it is assumed that public participation in new 
development projects is likely, that may include assistance with the developer’s cost to 
add a proportion of the spaces it creates to public use. 

 
c. Investigate and encourage additional opportunities to improve the supply and 

distribution of available parking. 
 

Construction of a garage of deck would have the most impact, and would be the most 
consistent with the desired “downtown” form and character.  There are, however, other 
small scale options to consider for increasing the number of total spaces, particularly 
where they can help to create more evenly distributed spaces throughout the Downtown. 

 
i. Combine several adjacent small parking areas into one more efficient lot. 

 
One of the common problems for small downtowns is the inefficiency of numerous, 
very small parking areas that may be adjacent, but are not coordinated.  Combining 
them into one larger and more efficiently designed lot will almost always result in an 
increase in the total number of available spaces.  The usual obstacle, however, is the 
need to convince property owners (particularly those who may have enough spaces 
on their own property) that a shared parking lot can help everyone involved, without 
hurting any one participant.  While the City would not necessarily need to assist 
financially, on a personal level it might be able to encourage private action, or 
perhaps, offer design or regulatory support. 

 
ii. Make parking that does exist more apparent and easier to locate, through 

graphic signage, downtown maps or other means. 
  

A common problem for all downtowns is the difficulties visitors have in finding those 
parking spaces that are available.  When the obvious spaces close to a visitor’s 
destination are all occupied, does that visitor always know where to look next?  Is 
there a public garage, deck or surface lot close by?  Is parking available behind the 
store?  Signage and other creative responses to these concerns should be investigated 
jointly by the City, property owners and tenants, with a resulting program and 
guidelines accepted and committed to by everyone.  Recognizing that additional 
signage has a potential downside, particularly within the right-of-way, the resulting 
sum of all signage should be considered.   

 
In addition to signage, the City, Chamber of Commerce and/or Downtown 
Merchants Association might also consider a mailing to all Willoughby residents that 
includes a business directory and a map of the Downtown identifying the locations of 
available parking, as well the businesses.  It might also include what visitors should 
look for as a result of the preceding signage program and guidelines. 

 
iii. Develop new, or reinforce existing, agreements with Downtown institutions 

for the public use of their private parking lots during times when they are not 
required for the institutions’ use. 
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3. Improve the connections and interrelationships between the Downtown and the 

adjacent surrounding areas and uses, and enhance the contributions those areas can 
make to the Downtown’s continued “success.” 

 
Map 2 identified and defined the surrounding areas according to their existing and potential, 
“functional” relationships with the Downtown.  Some of those current relationships already 
help to promote Downtown goals and objectives.  In one or two instances, particular 
circumstances or characteristics represent obstacles that should be addressed.  In nearly every 
case, however, there are opportunities to significantly enhance the support each adjacent area 
provides for the Downtown. 

 
a. Enhance and expand connections between Downtown and the Chagrin River 

Valley. 
 

As discussed during Part I of the Comprehensive Plan Update, the river valley is 
immediately adjacent to Downtown, yet the two areas remain dramatically separated.  The 
steep slope of the western valley wall remains a severe physical barrier to pedestrians and 
vehicles, despite the Glenn Avenue entrance to Todd Field and its large parking area.  To 
many Downtown visitors, their proximity to the extraordinary river valley right next door 
is not always readily apparent.  If there is no view or awareness of the adjacent valley, its 
proximity is not serving as an attraction, or enhancing the experience. Few, if any, 
businesses feature the available views.  And few visitors to the Downtown or valley visit 
the other area as part of the same trip.  It is not surprising, therefore, that not many 
Downtown patrons see the Todd Field parking as desirable option, or that very few 
people use the existing stairs near City Hall or Glenn Avenue to walk from one area to 
the other.    

 
The City already recognizes that the barrier represented by the valley wall needs to be 
broken down and overcome in as many ways, and to the greatest extent, possible.  That is 
why the stairs, Todd Field parking areas, and other initiatives were undertaken, as well as 
why the proposed “Magic Mile’ trail has so much support.  But the City also understands 
that there may be more and/or different ideas that have been, or should be, identified, 
explored, and implemented where feasible.  The potential benefits to the Downtown are 
too appealing to overlook any opportunity that has any chance of moving the City closer 
to its objectives.   

 
If those physical, functional, visible and psychological barriers can all be overcome 
sufficiently, visitors to the valley could become potential Downtown customers and 
parking in the valley could become more relevant to the Downtown visitors.  Physical 
connections could also help to provide visual connections, as could more effort to 
develop and redevelop the top edge, and more attention to creating and/or exploiting 
views into and across the valley.  Enhanced physical and visual connectivity could, in 
turn, help give visitors to both areas a greater psychological awareness and appreciation 
of the positive existence and presence of the other.  
 
i. Locate the proposed public parking structure where it can also serve to help 

break down the barrier between Downtown and the valley. 
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In addition to providing a significant increase in available public parking, a 
garage/deck located along the valley wall separating Downtown from the valley floor 
could also help alleviate both the physical and perceptual disconnections between the 
two areas.  If visitors could enter both at street level Downtown and ground level in 
the valley, they would also be able to leave the other way, and would clearly recognize 
the proximity, connection and interrelationships with the other area.  The differences 
in elevations suggest a need for three or four floors of parking between the 
Downtown and valley grade levels, although one or more additional floors might be 
constructed above grade level on the Downtown side.  If an elevator could be 
included within the structure, the valley wall would no longer be an insurmountable 
obstacle for many pedestrians or a difficult climb for others.  The structure would 
also provide views out over the valley, further minimizing the current connection 
deficiencies.  (See Sketch 1, Conceptual Public Parking Structure) 

 
ii. Proceed with efforts to build the “Magic Mile” pedestrian trail, and the 

associated pedestrian bridge over the river. 
 

The valley trail is expected to improve public access to the river, generate more 
activity in the valley, and expand the opportunities for connections to other areas 
along the river.  It is hoped that more people in the valley, for longer periods and 
with greater frequency, as well as significantly improved connections to Downtown, 
will all translate into a meaningful increase in Downtown market potential.  The 
heightened activity level may also generate more events, facilities and other 
contributions to that expanded pool of prospective customers and users. 

 
Serving as a spine for north-south pedestrian movement within the valley, the trail 
could also serve as a connection to other areas along the valley, perhaps to Andrews 
Osborne Academy, or to ball fields the school may wish to develop in the valley.  It is 
already planned to connect with Daniel’s Park to the south, and may even be possible 
to connect to a pedestrian link to the proposed Riverwalk development to the 
northeast.  (See Map 10, Pedestrian Connections To and Within the Valley) 

 
iii. Find ways to take advantage of Downtown’s relative proximity to Andrews 

Osborne Academy  
 

The Andrews Osborne Academy owns over 200 acres within the valley and along its 
eastern rim.  It is a private boarding school with a large resident population, most or 
all living near that eastern rim.  The housing is, in fact, located almost as close to the 
Downtown as it is to parts of the school campus - considerably less than ½ mile from 
public square.  Yet there is currently no direct pedestrian access into the valley.  As 
noted above, there are prospects for a bridge and path across the river, and proposals 
to improve movement from the valley floor up to the Downtown.  There is also 
access from the school to Mentor Avenue and its sidewalk into Downtown.  But so 
far, there has been no real effort to provide students with a way to get up or down the 
eastern slope, a far more direct route to both the valley and Downtown.
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      Illustration 1 - Conceptual Public Parking Structure Sketch 
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                          Map 10 - Pedestrian Connections To and Within the Valley 
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The school also owns a considerable amount of land within the valley, and has 
expressed an interest in locating its own athletic facilities there.  But it has always 
been assumed that a comparatively long vehicular trip was the only available access 
option - as well as the preferred option for getting into the Downtown. The eastern 
wall of the valley clearly presents a considerable challenge, even where the slope is at 
its minimum - but perhaps not too much more than faced when building the stairs 
into the valley beside City Hall.  The school and its students have identifiable reasons 
to appreciate a pedestrian access option, as might the Downtown businesses.  

  
b. If it turns out that there is insufficient market demand for one or more of the 

proposed Riverwalk uses, it is in the City’s best interests to encourage the site’s 
development with alternative uses for which there are strong markets. 

 
Until a project like Riverwalk is substantially completed, there is always at least some 
possibility that shifting market trends will dictate a reassessment of the proposed land use 
mix by the developer.  However likely or unlikely that may be, the City should be 
prepared to respond to requests for such changes, and to strongly encourage the project’s 
continuation under almost any new mix. of the three proposed uses.      

 
It is unlikely that there would be a significant increase in the demand for retail within the 
project, and a relatively minor increase in the retail component of the project should not 
be of much concern for the Downtown.  The cost of new retail space in the Riverwalk 
project would, by necessity, be so much higher than existing rental rates Downtown, that 
it should attract an entirely different class of retailers, and thereby avoid direct 
competition between the two areas.  If the proportion of office development needs to 
increase, it should also be much different than the Downtown office space and, therefore, 
of little or no concern.   

 
An increase in the residential component would also be acceptable, even if it should turn 
out to be the only use of the site.  As noted in the Section 1 discussion of Downtown 
housing, the more people who live in or near the Downtown retailers, the more potential 
customers are available, and the better the chances are for those businesses to succeed.  
Additional dwellings located as close as Riverwalk is planned would clearly improve the 
market potential for those merchants.  With its proximity and orientation to the river and 
river valley, it could also turn out to be a particularly desirable place to live. 

 
c. Seek ways to encourage nearby residents to shop or otherwise frequent the 

Downtown, including both vehicular and pedestrian trips. 
 

As noted in Section 1, approximately 500 existing dwelling units are currently located 
within a half mile radius of the Downtown center.  The occupants of those dwellings 
represent potential customers who are within a 15 to 20 minute walk of the Downtown 
retail establishments.  Even by car, Downtown is still the closest concentration of retail 
goods and service providers.  While Section 1 urges new residential development, the 
additional contribution of those surrounding 500 dwellings should not be overlooked.  
Even if the new housing is built, efforts should continue to preserve the viability of the 
existing residential neighborhoods, and to make the Downtown their shopping area of 
choice.   
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If, as discussed above, new housing is also provided within the Riverwalk project, 
students from Andrews Osborne Academy are attracted to the Downtown in greater 
numbers, and at least some redevelopment occurs within the area zoned R-MF-L, the 
sum total of the entire nearby housing stock could possibly reach twice the size of the 
current level of support.   

 
d. Make pedestrian travel between the immediately surrounding residential and the 

Downtown as convenient, interesting, safe and enticing as possible. 
 

The safety of residents using sidewalks anywhere in the community must always be the 
City’s first concern.  The presence and condition of sidewalks surrounding the 
Downtown, however, should be its second highest priority.  Along one or both sides of 
several streets there are no sidewalks, or there are gaps in the sidewalks which are 
provided.  The City may want to monitor current sidewalk maintenance efforts to assure 
the neighborhoods near Downtown are receiving the greatest possible attention.  It may 
also be useful to examine the exact locations and configurations of the local sidewalks to 
possibly identify modifications that would improve user safety and convenience, 
particularly in regard to there proximity to roadways and driveways.   

 
The City should also evaluate the visual appeal of public right-of-way areas beside the 
sidewalks.  Look for pavement areas that aren’t necessary for vehicles or pedestrians, and 
could be removed.  Consider decorative pavers or different ground covers where grass 
can’t survive the road salt or vehicles “cutting corners.” Identify locations where 
additional landscaping and other special attention may be possible and appropriate (i.e. 
intersections, adjacent to public facilities, or at the entrances to Downtown).  There may 
also be specific situations where something else under the City’s control may be 
particularly unappealing to pedestrians, and could be improved (i.e. distressed catch 
basins, public signage clutter, signal boxes, etc.).  Where pedestrians cross public land 
there may be additional opportunities to introduce special elements of interest to help 
break up the walk and make it more enjoyable.  (See Map 11 and Illustration 2) 

 
As discussed above, there is also some potential for pedestrian connections to the 
Riverwalk development, Andrews Osborne Academy dormitories, and possibly other 
residential areas not too far from the Downtown.  Even if such connections do not 
always induce complete pedestrian trips to Downtown businesses, they could still serve to 
bring people physically, visibly and perceptually closer to the Downtown. 

 
e. Explore methods to make a vehicular “quick run Downtown” a more attractive 

option and a more frequent occurrence.    
 

One approach might be to provide ample and convenient parking as discussed above, but 
consideration might also be given to options that almost assure that sufficient spaces will 
be available for short term visitors who don’t have a great deal of time to look for a spot, 
but who also won’t be using the space for long.  Options might include such things as 
reserving and installing signs for “15 or 30 Minute Parking” spaces.  Once there are 
sufficient numbers of consumers within the Downtown, they will need, and be able to 
support more “convenience” retail Downtown – particularly grocery, drug or 
“convenience” stores where people are apt to visit frequently, even for only one or two 
items.   
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Map 11 – Examples of Existing R.O.W. Concerns 
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Illustration 2 – Sample Enlargements of R.O.W. Concerns 
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4. Continue to seek ways to identify, encourage and support the optimum mix and 
distribution of specific commercial uses within the Downtown. 

 
There is little the City can do to control the type or distribution of tenants.  Building owners 
may have the capability, but are constrained by the need to keep their spaces occupied.  If 
there is to be any chance to influence the overall mix or pattern of use within the entire 
Downtown, there probably needs to be some collective understanding and agreement about 
what the optimum results would or should be.  If the community can agree on certain 
tenancy policies, it will at least be able to recognize positive opportunities when they present 
themselves.  The following suggests certain basic policies that should be considered for a 
district-wide strategy.  (See Map 5, First Floor Occupancy by Land Use Categories & 
Appendix A, Detailed Inventory of First Floor Users)   

 
a. Maximize retail occupancy of ground floor space, particularly on Erie Street. 
 

From the beginning, there was a pattern to the way commercial space was occupied in the 
Downtown, with retail on the ground floor and office uses or apartments above.  That is 
still the optimum arrangement for Willoughby’s Downtown.  Retail stores generate more 
activity on the street, which translates into more potential customers for other stores, as 
well as the perception of vitality.  While office uses might help fill available space and 
provide potential customers for the retailers, such uses do not need to be on the ground 
floor.  But retail stores, for the most part, do need to be located at street level, and cannot 
be expected to fill upper floor vacancies.  Also, people on the street do not “window 
shop” in front of spaces occupied by offices.  Keeping potential customers interested in 
walking around Downtown is an important component of its success. 

 
Simply amending the zoning to require first floor retail, however, may not be an 
appropriate strategy.  If retail tenants cannot be found, owners will have vacant spaces 
which will hurt both them, and the Downtown as a whole.  There must be a safety valve 
available for landlords.  While finding ways to encourage, rather than demand, such retail 
tenancy, it might be worth considering a form of regulatory compromise.  Perhaps non-
retail occupation of first floor space could be made a “conditional” use, approved by the 
City only after determining that it is the only alternative to vacancy. 

 
b. Encourage the identification and attraction of a more or less unique segment of 

the retail market, particularly businesses that could generate high customer 
volumes, and/or merchants that appeal specifically to nearby residents. 

 
For a time, the large number of antique dealers Downtown represented a reasonable 
niche market, but that appears to have declined.  It was, however, the kind of specialty 
that set Willoughby’s Downtown apart from other shopping areas.  If it cannot be 
revived, one or more similar specialties should be sought again.  Currently, the most 
prevalent businesses are bars and restaurants.  They attract large numbers in the evenings 
and on weekends, but do not appear to be as big a draw during the day.  They provide 
little spin-off business in the evenings because most other retailers aren’t open.   
 
Original “downtowns”, both large and small, almost always included one or more 
“anchor” tenants.  While such a retailer may be more difficult to find and attract to 
Willoughby’s Downtown, that should not mean the pursuit of such a stimulus should be 
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abandoned.  It may be that substantial additional progress in other policy areas might 
eventually make it a more likely objective. 

 
The biggest volume of household spending is on “convenience” goods and services.  
Currently, there is not much convenience shopping available Downtown, most likely 
because there are not currently enough potential customers living Downtown or nearby.  
If those numbers can be increased sufficiently in the future, additional grocery or drug 
stores will help to maximize their impact on the Downtown. The biggest volume of 
household spending is on “convenience” goods and services.  

 
Occupants generating few customers cannot provide much in the way of potential “spill 
over” business for their neighbors.  While the current ground floor occupancy along Erie 
Street has a high percentage of retail and food service businesses, too many of the 
retailers do not attract a high customer volume, and too many of the restaurants and bars 
attract too few patrons during the day.  

 
The active solicitation of specific retailers might be outside the City’s area of 
responsibility or expertise, and perhaps beyond the control of a local Merchant’s 
Association.  But like the managers of shopping centers, the Association might be a 
mechanism for accomplishing cooperative marketing, hours of operation, identifying 
common needs or coordinating private efforts to address those common concerns. 

    
5. Promote methods and opportunities to optimize the physical, functional and market 

identities of the Downtown. 
 

As a small city center with a long and uninterrupted history, Willoughby’s Downtown already 
has an inherent identity that is relatively unique within the region.  The extensive and 
collaborative efforts to maintain and reinforce that identity have been in place and clearly 
apparent for a long time.  But as the City and other interested participants well understand, 
such efforts and commitments must continue if the appeal is to be maintained and 
strengthened, and additional opportunities identified.   

 
a. Establish a single geographic definition of “Downtown.” 

 
Before the City attempts to tell visitors where the boundaries and entrances to 
Downtown are located, and where it’s identifiable characteristics should begin, there 
needs to be agreement on a single geographic definition.  Currently there are at least three 
different ways the Downtown is physically defined, including the “National Register 
District,” the “Local Historic District,” and the existing “Historic Downtown Zoning 
District.”  In Section A, a modification of all three was suggested as a “Functional 
Downtown,” based on functional distinctions, logical geometry, existing and potential 
design characteristics, and marketing considerations.  (See Maps 2 and 3) 
 
A single set of boundaries would clarify the location of physical “entrances” into the 
Downtown, which can contribute substantially to its overall identity.  If Downtown is to 
be a “special” place, and is marketed as such, visitors should be able to recognize where 
along their approach it begins.  Identifying the entrances might involve signs welcoming 
motorists to “Historic Downtown Willoughby,” and/or the beginning of unique 
streetscape, crosswalks, pavement or other common design elements.  It might also 
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include banners across the street or on utility poles highlighting seasons, special events or 
public announcements.  Equally important, the entrances should mark the beginning of 
unique forms and design elements immediately identifiable with the Downtown.  
 

b. Establish up to three different levels of form and design controls applicable to 
different locations within the Downtown.  (See Map 12) 

 
Based on existing conditions, historical precedent and realistic potential, there is and 
should be a hierarchy of structural form and design within the Downtown’s overall 
physical identity. 
 

          Map 12 – Levels of Form and Design Control 
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i. The most stringent control of building form and design elements should be 

reserved for Erie Street, from Vine Street south to, and including, all structures 
fronting on Public Square.   

 
This has been the historical “Main Street” of Downtown Willoughby, with structures 
of at least two stories, set adjacent to or even within the street right-of-way, 
representing the most significant historic and architectural value, and therefore 
requiring the most protection through design, form and preservation controls.  

 
ii. A second level should be established for the portions of side streets that share 

in the history and form of Erie Street, but not necessarily all of its design 
elements. 

 
Immediately adjacent to the first, there should be a second level of control, consistent 
with the “Main Street” form in terms of building placement and massing, but with 
somewhat less need for stringent architectural design control and historic 
preservation requirements.  This area should generally extend from the center west to 
at least the properties fronting on Clark Avenue, east to the valley; south to just past 
Public Square, and north to at least the south side of Vine St.     

 
iii. A third level of design control should be established for the remaining areas 

within the consensus Downtown, but outside those included within the first 
two levels. 

 
This area should allow considerably more flexibility in both form and design, but still 
with enough controls to distinguish it from development outside the Functional 
Downtown.  It would primarily consist of the area located north of Vine Street. 
 

c. Make the approaches into the Downtown pleasant experiences, generating 
positive anticipation. 

 
The “approaches” consist of transitional road segments that lead up to the actual 
entrances to Downtown.  Ideally, they should set a tone for the actual point of entry by 
providing positive anticipation and pleasant experiences.  Currently, the ability of the four 
primary approaches to satisfy those desirable characteristics and generate the preferred 
responses varies considerably.   

 
i. From the East (Mentor Avenue) 
 

Entering from the east on Mentor Avenue is probably the ideal way to approach the 
Downtown.  The road passes through at least a quarter of a mile of natural 
surroundings, and the Andrews Osborne Academy campus, as it descends over 40 
feet before crossing the river, offering a panorama of the valley and Downtown.  The 
experience is pleasant and the connection between the valley and Downtown is 
reinforced.  (See Illustration 3, Eastern Approach to Downtown)   
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             Illustration 3 - Eastern Approach to Downtown 
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ii. From the South (Euclid Avenue) 
 

As Euclid Avenue approaches Downtown from the south, it passes through a 
relatively pleasant stretch of schools, churches, impressive older homes, and more or 
less suburban-style commercial development.  In some instances, however, large 
parking areas could be set further back from the R.O.W. and/or screened more 
substantially.  The other southern approaches are almost entirely residential in nature 
and represent comfortable routes through older, “near-Downtown” neighborhoods.  
(See Illustration 4 – Southern Approach to Downtown) 

 
 

Illustration 4 - Southern Approach to Downtown        
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iii. From the West (Vine Street) 

 
The approach to Downtown from the west is obviously not as inviting as it is from 
the east, or even from the south.  The motorist’s experience would benefit from 
whatever visual enhancements might be identified and implemented.  The City has 
done a good job of minimizing the visual impact of the industrial and heavy 
commercial zoning and development between the S.R. 2 interchange and Skiff Street,  
but there may be some opportunities to do more, particularly within the 80± feet 
separating Vine Street from North Industrial Parkway (.i.e. landscaping, “welcome to 
Downtown” message, or other ideas).   

 
At least some commercial properties and businesses do not promote the desired 
image.  The City should consider personal contacts and appeals to convince those 
owners to implement minor enhancements that the City could help them identify.  In 
some instances, the City might be able to participate in the efforts as they relate to the 
public right-of-way.  Another issue is the difficulty identifying where “Downtown” 
does, or should, begin.  In terms of physical form, that point might be near the corner 
of Church Street, but the form is somewhat inconsistent along the entire street, and 
most importantly between the church and courthouse/post office sites.  (See 
Illustration 5, Western Approach to Downtown) 

 
iv. From the North (Erie Street) 
 

The biggest concern is the Erie Street approach from the north, particularly between 
Elm Street and the Gilson Parkway extension to Lost Nation Road.  That stretch is 
only two lanes and doesn’t “look like” a primary approach to a special place.  The two 
railroad crossings and rights-of-way are far from being visual or perceptual assets.  
Worse still may be the particular land uses along the west side of Erie Street, which 
appear to consist largely of the outdoor storage of vehicles, building materials, 
industrial and railroad products and materials, and the outdoor bulk storage, loading, 
and unloading of sand, gravel and/or other similar elements.  For the uninitiated, it 
might appear the road is leading into a heavy, and even unpleasant, industrial area, 
rather than a quaint and charming downtown.   

 
As with the owners along Vine Street, personal contacts and appeals from the City 
might be attempted, particularly if some measure of City participation is possible.  
Since changes in how the land is currently used may not be a realistic option, 
substantial and effective screening of those uses from the road could be the best (or 
only) available solution.  Some of that could occur within the right-of-way, but the 
nature of the businesses suggests that room could be made on the private side.  (See 
Illustration 6, Northern Approach to Downtown) 
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           Illustration 5 – Western Approach to Downtown 
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     Illustration 6 – Northern Approach to Downtown 
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6. Encourage continued strong support from the private sector, and investigate 
opportunities to expand the City’s current contributions, perhaps including financial 
investment.  

 
It is clear from the interviews and input from city officials that there is already a great deal of 
both vocal and substantive private support for maintaining a successful Downtown.  The 
Chamber of Commerce and other organizations continue to support local businesses, as well 
as architectural, historical and preservation issues.  A Merchants Association was recently 
formed to stimulate cooperation and generate collective initiatives.  At the same time, the 
City has made substantial infrastructure investments and committed to on-going financial 
support for special events, safety, building maintenance, and other programs and services – 
all of which have had a significant impact on past achievements and continued progress.   

 
To a large extent, many efforts to continue, and possibly enhance, the support of all parties 
involved will require little more than hard work, coordination, creative thinking, planning 
and/or other non-monetary contributions.  But to truly optimize the potential for further 
improvement, both public and private financial investments will almost certainly be required.  
Beyond its current commitments, the City should consider what, if any, additional financial 
investment in the Downtown it can offer on its own.  But it should also explore how it might 
leverage its involvement, based on the expectation of future financial benefits, in order to 
generate outside funding and investment. 

 
That might include tax incentives to encourage new private development, particularly housing 
projects.  The City already uses tax abatement as a tool to attract other development in the 
City.  Tax Increment Financing (TIF) is being used very effectively in other communities for 
similar purposes.  The City can also continue to search for grants from outside funding 
sources, perhaps for improvements related to historic preservation.   Other similar areas have 
also utilized Business Improvement Districts to contribute funding for projects expected to 
generate benefits targeted to those contributing.        

 
7. Do not overlook the potential importance of public perceptions in promoting the 

Downtown’s continued success. 
 

While it may at first appear trivial, inconsequential or even too obvious to worry about, there 
is evidence that public relations (PR) has, in fact, been of substantive value in promoting 
success, growth, development and/or redevelopment in other communities and locations.  
Paid advertisements from the City may have only limited value, but free advertising derived 
from media attention can sometimes produce dramatic results.  Collective promotions and 
paid advertising, coordinated by the Merchant’s Association and representing the entire 
Downtown, can also be effective.  Often, the difference between effective and ineffective PR 
and advertising is the degree of professional expertise behind the efforts, and even having 
such a professional on retainer is not very expensive.     
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CCCC.  IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY.  IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY.  IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY.  IMPLEMENTATION SUMMARY    
    

 
The preceding Section C identified and discussed a range of strategy considerations that were 
suggested by the analysis of collected background data, stakeholder interviews, and initial 
assessments.  After extensive review and feedback, potentially beneficial strategies were 
identified, refined and translated into specific implementation alternatives.  The following is a 
summary of those options.  Nearly all represent strategies discussed above in Section C, which 
are identified here by prior page number or other reference.    
 
If implemented, each item has the realistic potential to advance the City’s progress toward its 
Downtown objectives.  The list has no particular order, although some cannot be undertaken 
until others have already been implemented.  Other might be considered as high priority items 
simply because they can be implemented almost immediately, with little if any associated costs.  
In some instances, it may be necessary to further investigate the practical, technical and/or 
economic feasibility of implementation as intended.  For convenience, the recommended 
implementation options are sorted according to three primary categories of responsibility, 
process, and cost:  Regulations; Administrative Initiatives; and Capital Investments.      
  
 

REGULATIONS 
 
1. Amend Downtown Business District regulations. 
 

a. Adjust the Downtown Business District boundaries to reflect the modified 
geographical definition proposed in Sections A and C.  (See Maps 1-3, pp 4-6 and 
Section B-5-a, pg 33) 

 
b. Permit additional ‘urban-style’ residential use options within the Downtown 

Business District.  (See Section B-1, pp 19-20 and Map 9, pg 20) 
 
c. Provide acceptable code flexibility to help promote desired redevelopment. (See 

Section B-1, pp 19-20) 
 
d. Create three (3) levels of regulation for three (3) different geographic locations 

within the Downtown.  (See Section B-5-b, pp 34-35 and Map 12, pg 34) 
 

i. Level 1 - Most control; both form and architecture; fronting Erie Street  
ii. Level 2 - Strong control of form; more architectural flexibility; side streets 
iii. Level 3 - Least form and architectural control; remainder of District 
 

e. Make non-retail occupancy of ground floor space a conditional use.  (See Section 
B-4-a, pg 32) 

 
f. Reduce the required number of parking spaces to reflect the “urban” conditions. 

(See Section B-2, pp 21-22) 
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g. Require multi-level parking for all new development.  (See Section B-2-b, pp 22-
23) 

 
h. Consider required (or negotiated) contributions to the supply of public parking 

within selected private development projects.  (See Section B-2-b, pg 23) 
 
2. Permit additional ‘urban-style’ residential use options within the R-MF-L, Multi-

Family Zoning District located southeast of Public Square.  (See Section B-1-c, pg 21) 
 
3. Consider increasing parking setbacks and landscaping requirements for new 

development along the approaches to Downtown within all applicable zoning 
districts.  (See Section B-5-c, pp 35-38 and Illustrations 3-6, pp 36-40) 

  
4. Permit an expanded residential component for the Riverwalk site, but limited to high 

density multi-family development (preferably owner-occupied).  (See Section B-3-b, 
pg 28) 

 

CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 
 
1. Investigate the feasibility of building a public parking structure.  (See Section B-2-a, 

pg 22)    
 

a. Site the new parking structure along the west edge of the valley, with access from 
both the Downtown and the valley floor.  (See Section B-3-a-(i), pg 24 and 
Illustration 1, pg 26)  

 
b. Consider using spaces within the new structure to replace most of the parking 

currently in front of City Hall, and make that area part of the public square park.  
(See Section B-2-a, pg 22)    

 
2. Expand connections between Downtown and the river valley.  (See Section B-3-a, pp 

24-28 and Map 10, pg 27) 
 
a. Build the ‘Magic Mile’ trail and bridge.   
 
b. Consider adding a new trail and stairs from the Magic Mile to Andrews Osborne 

Academy above the valley’s eastern edge. 
 
c. Consider adding a trail and second bridge across the river toward Mentor Avenue 

utilizing the abandoned R.O.W. extension of Glenn Avenue.   
 
d. Redevelop the existing drive from Mentor Avenue into the City’s valley parking 

lots, and extend it south of Glenn Avenue to the recommended parking structure. 
 

3. Consider continued land purchases within the Downtown if and when properties 
become available.  (See Section B-6, pg 41)  
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Intended for a potential future purposes related to land assembly or other 
redevelopment assistance, provision of additional parking, and/or any other City 
needs or opportunities that present themselves. 

 
4. Identify and evaluate capital improvement projects within the public R.O.W. or other 

City land. 
 

a. Consider constructing sidewalks where there are now gaps and replacing existing 
sidewalks where there is a need.  (See Section B-3-d, pg 29 and Map 11, pg 30) 

 
b. Consider locations for streetscaping or other R.O.W. improvements along 

additional streets and/or at major entrances to the Downtown.  (See Section B-5-
a&b, pp 33-35) 

 
c. Consider providing creatively designed and worded signage for a variety of 

purposes (i.e. announcing the approach of Downtown, identifying entrances to 
Downtown, welcoming to Downtown, identifying public parking locations, 
directions to available parking, announcement and publicity banners, etc.)   

 
d. Consider alternative surfaces or landscaping where it is too difficult to keep grass 

growing or looking attractive. 
 
e. Consider eliminating excess access aprons where width exceeds what is necessary 

or reasonable, perhaps in return for adjacent private property improvements.   (See 
also Administrative Initiatives 2-c) 
 

f. Identify and correct instances where capital repairs are needed for curbs, catch 
basins, street “furniture,” etc.  

 

ADMINISTRATIVE INITIATIVES 
 
1. Rank existing structures within the Downtown Business District and the R-MF-L 

Multi-Family District southeast of Public Square, by their relative need for 
preservation.  (See Section B-1-b, pg 21) 

 
2. Identify and explore a range of available options for the City’s involvement in 

redevelopment efforts and projects.  (See Section B-1-a, pp 19-20) 
 

a. Consider offering financial incentives in the form of tax relief or other identifiable 
mechanism. 

 
b. Investigate public-private partnerships, likely on a case-by-case basis. 
 
c. Explore the potential for creating a Business Improvement District. 
 
d. Consider assistance with land assembly. 
  
e. Consider assistance with infrastructure improvements. 
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f. Consider offering site planning or engineering assistance. 

 
g. Continue to search for preservation or other grants from outside funding sources. 

 
3. Solicit private participation/investment in specific Downtown enhancement 

initiatives.  (See Section B-6, pg 41) 
 

a. Identify opportunities to consolidate existing adjacent surface parking areas, and 
pursue private implementation (possibly with some form of assistance from the 
City.  (See Section B-2-c, pg 23) 

 
b. Negotiate, or re-negotiate, shared parking agreements with downtown 

institutions.  (See Section B-2-c, pg 23) 
 
c. Encourage private property owners to improve their side of the R.O.W. line with 

increased pavement setbacks, additional landscaping, effective screening of 
unsightly adjacent areas or uses, reduced pavement widths adjacent to excessive 
aprons, etc.  (See also Capital Improvements 4-e) 

 
4. Encourage the Merchants Association to coordinate marketing, collective promotions 

and paid advertising, hours, tenant attraction, etc.  (See Section B-6, pg 41)   
 
5. Keep sidewalk maintenance surrounding the Downtown a high priority.  (See Section 

B-3-d, pg 29, Map 11, pg 30 and Illustration 2, pg 31) 
 
6. Continue, or even increase, special events, public services, and similar support 

mechanisms.  (See Section B-6, pg 41) 
 
7. Consider formal public relations objectives, including the on-going services of a 

professional public relations expert.  (See Section B-7, pg 41) 
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A.  BACKGROUND DATA/OBSERVATIONSA.  BACKGROUND DATA/OBSERVATIONSA.  BACKGROUND DATA/OBSERVATIONSA.  BACKGROUND DATA/OBSERVATIONS    
    
    

The above aerial roughly outlines the area of Willoughby referred to here as the “North End.”  
As with the Downtown, the preliminary review of the North End in Phase I suggested a need for 
further, more comprehensive analysis, which required additional, more detailed data.  Section A 
summarizes the results of that additional data collection, and serves as part of the background 
information leading to the City’s strategy considerations discussed in Section B.  The new data 
also served as a basis for expanding and refining the preliminary observations outlined in Phase I.   
 

PRIMARY GOAL OF PRIMARY GOAL OF PRIMARY GOAL OF PRIMARY GOAL OF NORTH ENDNORTH ENDNORTH ENDNORTH END FOCUS AREA STUDY FOCUS AREA STUDY FOCUS AREA STUDY FOCUS AREA STUDY    

Based on the results from Part 4 of the Phase I study, subsequent discussions with Willoughby 
officials, interviews and additional data collection, the following study objective was identified 
and refined for the Downtown Focus Area: 
 

Identify, evaluate and recommend the continuation or enhancement of existing initiatives, and 
proposed new actions and strategies with the most potential for promoting healthy, sustainable 
development within the commercial zoning districts on or near Lakeshore Boulevard, an 
increasingly viable and valuable housing stock north of Lakeshore Boulevard, and optimal 
residential access to Lake Erie.   

 
The objectives for this portion also include an evaluation of the appropriateness of existing 
zoning along the west side of Lost Nation Road south of the Lakeshore Blvd. commercial area.  
 

GENERAL BACKGROUND DATA GENERAL BACKGROUND DATA GENERAL BACKGROUND DATA GENERAL BACKGROUND DATA  
 
The following maps and tables represent the most relevant new information.  Together with the 
results from stakeholder interviews in Appendix B and the observational assessments below, 
these exhibits provided a factual and descriptive background for development of the strategy 
considerations in Section B. 
    

Zoning and Land Use 
 
The North End is primarily a residential neighborhood with existing commercial development 
and retail zoning for much of the Lakeshore Boulevard frontage, as well for some distance south 
on Lost Nation Road.  Nearly all of the residential land is zoned R-50, the City’s highest density 
single-family district.  The commercial zoning includes both the Retail and General Retail 
Districts, and is confined to properties with direct frontage on Lakeshore and Lost Nation.  (See 
Map 13, Existing Zoning) 
 
The primary residential focus of this study is directed toward the housing north of Lakeshore 
Boulevard.  It includes a large number of homes that were originally built as small weekend or 
vacation cottages, on very small lots.  Based on past records, the initial Phase I observations 
suggested that little, if any, reinvestment was occurring, and that somewhat drastic measures 
might be necessary to keep the residential neighborhood healthy and viable.  As discussed at 
length in Section B, the new data contradicts those earlier impressions to a significant degree. 
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  Map 13 - Existing Zoning   

  
 
The Phase I preliminary analysis of the North End raised the issue of whether or not the area was 
in the prototypical downward spiral of ever increasing change from owner occupied dwellings to 
rental properties, with a corresponding deterioration in maintenance.  While no official data on 
which properties are renter occupied, (let alone if the change was recent) an effort was made to 
estimate rentals through secondary sources.  To a large extent that consisted of using the phone 
book to compare occupants’ names with the property owners.   
 
County records, however, were able to disclose the ownership of more than one property by the 
same person, strongly suggesting that because an owner could not occupy more than one 
dwelling, other properties under the same ownership must be rented to other people.  Although 
only four instances were identified, it was also assumed that because those four properties were 
owned by businesses, they were likely to be rentals.  In retrospect, further Phase II investigation 
suggest that at least some properties suspected of being renter occupied may actually have been 
temporarily owned by a developer that built a new home for resale. (See Map 14, Rental 
Assessment) 
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Map 14 - Rental Assessment  

 
 
While two or three years old, the County assessments of the residential property market values 
are already starting to show that reinvestment is, in fact, occurring at a fairly brisk pace.  The large 
majority of properties have historically been valued at under $80,000, but as Map 14 indicates, 
even in 2005 there were properties with two or three times the value of those around them.  
Many of those represent vacant lots that have been developed with larger and more valuable 
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dwellings.  Others are homes that have been significantly improved.  (See Map 15, Residential 
Property Values) 

 
        Map 15 - Residential Property Values 

        
 
The commercial area includes several vacant lots, the questionable maintenance of some 
structures, and businesses with questionable long term viability.  Maps 14 and 15 represent 
“windshield surveys” of the commercial area.  Map 14 identifies the type of land use currently 
occupying the commercial properties and structures, as well as vacant land and buildings. A 
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complete inventory of commercial property is provided in Appendix D.  Map 16 records the 
visual impression of how well properties are maintained from the view of Lakeshore motorists.        
            
Map 16 - Existing Land Use Fronting Lake Shore Blvd. 

 
 
Map 17 - General Assessment of Commercial Fronting Lake Shore Blvd. 

 
 
 
Commercial Market    
 
Another issue raised during Phase I involved the realistic market potential for retail development 
along Lakeshore Boulevard in Willoughby.  In the past, City officials hoped that expanded 
commercial development in the area could become cost effective and successful.  Based on the 
above data and other observations, it was clear a more detailed market analysis was important to 
help clarify expectations.  A one mile radius was therefore drawn around the intersection of 
Lakeshore Boulevard and Lost Nation Road, with the total existing commercial development 
within that area compared to a standard supply and demand market analysis.  (See Map 18, 
Market Potential within One-Mile Radius)  
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      Map 18 – Market Potential within One-Mile Radius 
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To evaluate existing and intended future supply, the date from Appendix D was summarized in 
the following Table 3, Commercial Land and Floor Areas by Use.  To determine demand, the 
number of households within the one mile radius was estimated at approximately 4,500.  Utilizing 
regional market assessment standards, that population translated into a total retail demand for 
about 400,000 square feet, with approximately 185,000 expected to be provided locally.  Between 
the 69,000 square feet of retail identified in Table 3 as existing within Willoughby, and the 
107,000 square feet estimated to exist elsewhere within the one mile radius, there is already a total 
of 176,000 square feet available.  The numbers suggest if any additional market potential exists, it 
is clearly negligible, and insufficient to warrant any additional retail expectations in Willoughby.  
(See Table 4, Lakeshore Boulevard Retail Market) 
 

                   Table 3 – Commercial Land & Floor Areas by Use 

                       
  
                    Table 4 – Lakeshore Blvd. Retail Market  
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UPDATUPDATUPDATUPDATED NORTH END OBSERVATIONSED NORTH END OBSERVATIONSED NORTH END OBSERVATIONSED NORTH END OBSERVATIONS    
 
In many ways, Willoughby’s “North End” is its own small “community,” distinct and relatively 
isolated from the other residential enclaves within the City.  While many of those other areas are 
similarly separated from each other, the North End is still a unique situation.  Nearly all North 
End residents live from one to over two miles away from any other Willoughby residents.   There 
is no north-south through traffic, and most east-west traffic bypasses the area, instead using the 
S.R. 2 and I 91 freeways.  Lake Shore Blvd. is a distant third east-west alternative, but almost only 
for people living along its limited corridor.  Lost Nation Rd. is inaccessible from U.S. 91 and only 
attracts the north-south traffic not captured by SOM Center and Reynolds roads.  (See Map 19)   
 

Map 19 - Residential Distribution Patterns  
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Except for the original homes along Lake Shore Blvd. that primarily date back to the time before 
the freeways were built, most of the other housing is either relatively new, or was originally 
intended as weekend or vacation homes.  The original commercial development was also largely 
predicated on the Lake Shore traffic that pre-dated the freeways. 
 
To a significant extent, it is this functional separation, as well as the unique residential and 
commercial history of the North End that accounts for most of the issues facing the area.  The 
following initial observations reflect these concerns, but also suggest there may also be some 
opportunities to explore.     
 
1. Commercial Development along Lakeshore Blvd. 
 
a. A substantial amount of the existing commercial development is either vacant, and/or 

questionably maintained.  This is apparent to the general public and potential investors, 
particularly with the numerous “For Lease” and “For Sale” signs, likely resulting in a   
decreased of investment confidence in the area. 

 
b. The ability to support retail development is limited by: 
 

i. The small population base squeezed between Lake Erie and the non-residential 
zoning and development to the south; 

 
ii. The limited through traffic on Lake Shore Blvd., and even lower volumes on the 

northern end of Lost Nation Road; and 
 
iii. The considerable amount of newer commercial development near Reynolds Rd.  

 
c. The commercial viability of the area is further impeded by the shallow depth of the 

commercial properties – ranging from 90 to 165 feet; averaging 112 feet.  This compares 
with the generally required minimum of 200 feet. 

 
d. Medical facilities near Lost Nations Rd. have shown some ability to remain successful, 

but expansion may be limited by the size of the surrounding market area and their lack of 
regional affiliations. 
 

2. Housing Characteristics 
 
a. Due primarily to the original housing stock’s unusual history, the average size of 

residential lots in this area is only about 6,000 sq. ft. 
 

i. 6,000 sq. ft. is also the smallest lot size permitted by the City, intended primarily to 
accommodate older existing housing. 

 
ii. One result is an average density of only about seven (7) units per acre (after deducting 

areas occupied by street rights-of-way). 
 
iii. 6,000 sq. ft. is also the smallest lot size permitted by the City, intended primarily to 

accommodate older existing housing.  
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iv. In undeveloped residential areas, the City generally requires minimum lot sizes of 
12,000 or 15,000 sq. ft.  

 
v. The average house size is between 1,200 and 1,300 sq. ft. with some in the 750 sq. ft 

range.  
 

vi. Most of the houses have detached garages, and some have no garage at all.  
 

vii. The average assessed valuation is at least 20 percent less than in other areas of the 
City.   

 
b. Of the 356 total single family dwelling units (west of the Park) the owner/rental 

occupancy status is reasonably certain for about 188 units (53%).  Of these, 144 (77%) 
are owner occupied, and 44 (23%) are renter occupied.   

 
c. In some instances, four or more adjacent or scattered properties are under common 

ownership.  
 

d. Recently, there has been a substantial amount of new investment in both new home 
construction and significant additions or remodelings. 

 
e. The area’s access to lake Erie and Osborne Park should offer unique life-style 

opportunities. 
 

3. Lake Erie Access and Utilization. 
 
a. The potential value of lake views has not yet been fully realized. 

 
b. Convenient access to the lake through Osborn Park is limited because of:  

 
i. The distance from the parking to the lakefront. 

 
ii. The limited amount of activities near the Lake. 

 
iii. Difficult pedestrian access to the water (topography). 

 
c. The park’s existence, location and accessibility is not readily apparent from the end of 

Lost Nation Road, nor to many potential users outside the immediate vicinity.  This could 
be a concern if the intention is to attract all Willoughby residents, or visitors from outside 
of the City. 

 
d. The public open space on Beachview Rd. has no formal parking, and no physical lake 

access or other amenities.  The implications depend on who the City intends the land to 
serve, and how. 

 
e. See also further description on the next two pages. 
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BBBB....    STRATEGY CONSIDERATIONSSTRATEGY CONSIDERATIONSSTRATEGY CONSIDERATIONSSTRATEGY CONSIDERATIONS    
    

 
For the most part, the “North End” might be described as a well defined and somewhat isolated 
“super-neighborhood,” located adjacent to Lake Erie and extending along the Lake Shore Blvd. 
corridor from the Eastlake border to the Mentor City line.  Prior observations identified in 
Section B defined the origins and general extent of the issues requiring further consideration and 
analysis.  With input from City officials, there is general agreement that the City has three 
principle goals for the future of the area.  
  

• Healthy, stable and sustainable commercial area development   
 

• Increasingly viable and valuable housing stock  
 

• Optimum public access to Lake Erie 
 
The following strategies have been identified as having particular potential for furthering that 
pursuit and eventual attainment of these goals. 
 
1. Modify commercial and other development expectations along Lake Shore Blvd. in 

order to reflect the market, geographic and other limitations on the amount of retail 
space that is realistically sustainable, and to encourage strategies to support those 
revised policy decisions. 

 
The preliminary retail market estimate (see Section A, Table 4) suggests that the 
approximately 4,500 households living within a mile of this retail area should be capable of 
supporting nearly 400,000 square feet of total retail development.  Of that total, only about 
185,000 square feet can be expected to be supported within the local corridor of Lake Shore 
Blvd.  Currently, there is approximately 69,000 square feet of retail floor area contiguous to 
the intersection of Lake Shore Blvd. and Lost Nation Rd.  At the same time there is nearly 
105,000 square feet of existing retail surrounding the Lake Shore Blvd.-Reynolds Road 
intersection just down the road in Mentor, and another 2,000 or so in between.   
 
These findings suggest that there is little, if any, unsatisfied demand for more retail 
development.  That predicted lack of demand is supported by retail and other commercial 
trends within the study area.  There are indications that even the current amount of retail has 
not been uniformly successful.  There have been businesses that have closed, and former 
retail structures have been razed.  Some of the existing retail structures do not appear to be 
well maintained, and some of the businesses appear to be only marginally successful.  Almost 
half of the commercially zoned land has actually been developed for non-retail uses, and 
more than a quarter of the land remains undeveloped for any purpose.  Vacant buildings and 
land have been on the market, but unsold, for some time.  Most of study area’s development 
occurred a relatively long time ago, resulting in many buildings being older and somewhat out 
of date.  And until a few months ago, there have only been some minor investments in the 
form of small additions, remodelings, and repairs, but no substantial commercial construction 
in over 30 years.   
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Some of the lingering difficulty may also be that new and more modern development 
normally requires larger and deeper sites than those available near Lost Nation.  Not only 
would a developer or retailer need to see market potential for the location, that potential 
would have to be sufficient to warrant the necessity of purchasing adjacent residential 
property and getting it rezoned.  For sites that require re-development there would also be the 
cost of purchasing a building that would then be torn down.  And perhaps more than ever 
before, people are also taking much of their retail business to larger stores offering more one-
stop shopping and lower prices.  The relatively small sites available in the Lake Shore-Lost 
Nation area preclude those types of development, and must rely more on smaller, 
independent merchants.   
 
a. Support and assist the existing commercial enterprises that have been consistently 

successful and have the potential to maintain that viability.  
 
It is well understood that for economic development to succeed, “retention” is very often 
more important than “attraction.”  The greater the success of existing businesses, the 
easier it is to attract others.  It behooves the City to do whatever it can to provide those 
enterprises with as much support and assistance as possible.   
 
As noted above, office uses already represent nearly half of the floor space within the 
study area, and function as a more than adequate alternative to retail development.  
Existing development in the area includes approximately 30,000 square feet of medical 
and other office and related support area.  This may already represent the beginnings of a 
special “niche,” the future reinforcement of which should be worth pursuing.  Erieside 
Clinic represents about half of that medical office space, and has been a consistent 
contributor to the area’s commercial identity for half a century.  It and other medical 
offices in the area may contribute as much or more to the area’s vitality as the retail 
businesses.  Considering the apparent lack of retail demand and the minimal amount of 
competing office development at Reynolds Road, new office development within the 
study area may be much more likely than new retail space.   
 
The existing convenience store is probably the most important retail contributor to the 
area’s existing and potential viability.  Few, if any, establishments generate more traffic, or 
provide a bigger service to the adjacent residential area.  It represents the kind of 
“convenience retail” that is the most appropriate and most needed in this particular 
commercial district.   
 
There may also be possibilities for new investment in the area through more or less 
significant restoration, refurbishment, modernization, or general remodeling projects, 
even if they do not increase the total square feet of development.  What may turn out to 
be a significant example, one local building was purchased and remodeled at a cost of 
nearly a million dollars in 2007.    
 

b. Consider code revisions that would provide more flexibility in allowing selected 
alternatives to retail uses. 

 
For the many reasons already cited, it will continue to be difficult to attract much, if any, 
new development or major reinvestment within in the study area if retail and office uses 
are the only options available.  That might change somewhat in the future if the area 
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becomes successful enough to attract larger investments.  But to increase the chances for 
such success, it will likely be necessary to increase the economic potential for new 
investment by offering at least one or more land use alternatives to retail, or even office 
use.   
 
i. Permit attached and/or multi-family residential development. 

 

Residential use is likely to be one of the few realistic and appropriate alternative 
development options for this location – at least after the current housing slump.  For 
the same reasons this area has had difficulty establishing a definitive retail character, 
much of it remains a viable housing environment.  There are no assurances that the 
market for multi-family housing will justify a developer’s willingness to make that 
kind of investment in this area.  But there is also no substantive reason to believe it 
would do any harm to the area if it were built.  It would seem reasonable, therefore, 
to at least make it an available option and see what it might bring.    
 
It could be that multi-storied, relatively high density residential uses would provide 
the most likely incentive to make the necessary investment.  For that kind of 
development, the available lot and zoning depths may still be too much of a deterrent, 
and additional adjacent land will need to be included within the site.  If such a project 
would be acceptable, it would then also be necessary to permit that use within the 
adjacent residential zoning districts – most likely as a conditional use for immediately 
adjacent land, or perhaps by right on the north side of Lake Shore Blvd. 
 
It might also be within the desired character parameters for the area to permit 
housing similar to that existing and proposed within the Downtown, a quasi-historical 
form, with small front setbacks and two or three stories.  Given the form and 
appearance of the newer housing being built and re-built within the neighborhood to 
the north, an urban style of multi-story townhouse might be very appropriate and 
compatible with that surrounding housing, as well as the adjacent retail development. 
 

ii. Permit detached, single-family homes within the commercial district. 
 

As noted above, this area remains a viable residential environment.  While most of 
the remaining homes on Lake Shore Blvd. lie to the east and west of the commercial 
zoning, they do not appear out of place adjacent to the existing commercial 
development.  Although it might be unlikely, if someone wishes to build a new home 
on the commercially zoned land, there does not seem to be much reason to deny 
them.  It would represent new investment in the area, and would certainly be more 
desirable than poorly maintained or vacant retail buildings. 
 

c. Identify and pursue physical and aesthetic improvements that are within the 
City’s control, as well as those that can be implemented with the cooperation of 
private property owners. 

 
Any improvements that support existing businesses will also serve to promote new 
development.  These potential benefits may, in fact, be as important to the area as any of 
the other efforts suggested above.  Most will require a financial investment by the City, 
although some might be alleviated to a degree by private participation.   
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i. Extend the length of the third turning lane on Lake Shore Blvd. and make it as 
continuous as possible. 

 
Potential customers are more likely to patronize a business or business area when 
vehicular access between the road and merchant parking areas is as safe, convenient, 
and expeditious as possible.  On a heavily traveled road like Lake Shore, a roadway 
with only two lanes results in just the opposite.  That is why there are three lanes at 
Reynolds Road and why there are three lanes for a short distance near Lost Nations 
Road.  Both indicate that three lanes are both beneficial and possible within the width 
of the existing right-of-way, even with two bike lanes included.  
 
Currently, the third lane does not accommodate Erieside Clinic, the small medical 
building to its east, nor the businesses across the street from those properties.  The 
third lane should at least be extended to the west far enough to accommodate those 
properties.  Also now, there is no turning lane available anywhere east of Peach Blvd.  
Extending it beyond that point might benefit existing businesses in that direction, and 
perhaps provide a little more incentive for the development of the vacant commercial 
land or the redevelopment of under-utilized existing properties in that area.  It would 
also improve accessibility to and from Osborne Park. 
 

ii. Work with the adjacent property owners to re-evaluate the alternative 
measures that appear to have been taken in front of some properties in 
response to the lack of a third lane or other access difficulties, and to generally 
“clean up” the right-of-way in regard to excessive pavement, difficult traffic 
movements, and overall appearance and maintenance. 

 
In front of some businesses, for instance, pavement now covers all of the land 
between the street (or bike lane) pavement and the adjacent buildings or parking 
areas.  Particularly in front of Erieside Clinic, that pavement almost acts as a 
deceleration lane for both the Clinic entrance and Windermere Dr.  There is no 
distinction between the pavement of either street and the private parking area.   
 
There are also instances where it might help to confine vehicular access to a narrower 
portion of a site, clarify desired traffic movements, repair pavement (public and 
private), provide additional curbs where beneficial and possible, and/or replace some 
of the pavement with landscaping.  The result could be a commercial area that looks a 
little less old, worn out, and un-maintained, and more like a successful and attractive 
area that can stimulate interest and patronage.  

 
2. Pursue every strategy that can be identified as being financially reasonable and 

potentially effective in helping to maintain what appears to be a recent and 
continuing surge in reinvestment and redevelopment within the existing residential 
area(s) north of Lake Shore Blvd.  

 
Historically, the residential area north of Lake Shore Blvd. has experienced generally modest 
reinvestment in the form of additions, rehabilitation and remodeling efforts, with the 
occasional construction of a new dwelling.  During that time, the percentage of renter-
occupied dwellings, and average property values both appear to have remained relatively 
stable.  Recently, however, the frequency and magnitude of reinvestment have increased 
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significantly.  By 2005, approximately 20% of the properties west of Osborne Park had 
assessed values of between $100,000 and $200,000, while the most typical un-improved 
properties were valued at less than $50,000.  The visual evidence strongly suggests that both 
the number and values of new investments have continued to increase.   
 
It is now estimated that approximately 50 of the 365± dwellings west of Osborne Park are 
entirely new structures or have been so extensively improved that they give the appearance of 
new construction.  Ten or more of the new dwellings were built on what were vacant lots.  
Others were constructed on lots after the older previous structures were razed.  Both the new 
and refurbished homes are having a dramatic impact on the visual character of the area, and 
very likely on its perceived image among existing residents, visitors and perspective buyers.   
 
As it now stands, there are strong indications that the residential area is already experiencing 
the kinds of economic growth and renewed vitality the City has aspired to.  While it might be 
tempting for the City to do nothing more than to simply “get out of the way” and let it 
continue, the more prudent response if possible, is to identify and pursue strategies that can 
help maintain the current momentum within the private sector and to provide the assistance 
that might be required to overcome anticipated obstacles in the future.  (See Table 5) 
 

 Table 5 – Recent North End Reinvestment Activity 

         
 
a. Expand the Community Reinvestment Area (CRA) designation that is currently 

limited to the adjacent commercial area, to include the residential 
neighborhood(s) north of Lake Shore Blvd. 

 
The current redevelopment trend is focused on vacant lots and developed lots with 
acquisition costs low enough to make replacement of the existing structure economically 
feasible.  Even if the private sector’s interest in redevelopment continues, eventually the 
supply of vacant and low-priced lots will run out.  If the area becomes part of a CRA, the 
potential for financial incentives might be enough to compensate for the costs of 
acquiring somewhat higher-priced properties – thereby increasing the supply of land with 
redevelopment potential. 
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b. Continue to expeditiously respond to needed repairs and general maintenance, 
and investigate the possibility, feasibility and cost/benefits of additional capital 
investments within the City rights-of-way.  

 
The study area’s residential streets have no sidewalks or curbs, numerous un-paved 
driveway aprons, and only 35 foot rights-of-way, which dramatically limits the available 
improvement options.  Existing pavement widths are as narrow as 18 feet in many places, 
well below normal standards and almost below functional requirements.  While the 
current redevelopment is occurring in spite of these deficiencies, any improvement would 
still be likely to increase the incentives for continued investments as well as the 
marketability of both new and old development.   
 
The City should reconsider what would be physically possible under the circumstances, 
and if the potential benefits of anything that might be identified would justify their costs.  
The residents are likely accustomed to living without sidewalks, but sharing 18 feet of 
pavement with vehicles traveling in both directions can be a seriously uncomfortable 
situation for pedestrians.  Providing curbs and gutters may be cost-prohibitive, but clear 
and uniform edges to the pavement might be more visually and psychologically satisfying.  
 
If nothing else, prompt road maintenance, repaving, or merely “sprucing up” the right-of-
way are or would be constructive.  Whatever improvements can be made might offer 
residents and others an increased perception of care, attention, recognition of the 
neighborhoods’ worth, and a generally improved self image – any or all of which would 
contribute something to the area’s continued marketability and incentives for private 
involvement.        
 

c. Identify and initiate discussions with the private homeowners and/or individuals 
currently involved in the recent new investments. 

 
Informal discussions with current investors would not necessarily be intended to offer 
anyone direct financial assistance, but to better understand the reinvestment dynamics 
that are occurring.  Such conversations might also help the City identify general ways it 
might be able to help maintain the momentum by identify any city requirements that may 
unnecessarily be creating obstacles to private reinvestment.   

 
3. Improve both visual and physical public access to Lake Erie, and to the extent 

possible, specifically link that access to the study area’s identity, and its public image 
and perception.  

 
Through previous discussions and analysis, it has generally been agreed that improved access 
to Lake Erie should be a priority goal for the North End.  The lake simply offers too many 
possibilities to pass up without serious consideration.  The best existing opportunity for 
positive change is at Osborne Park, while some impact may be possible at Sunset Park on 
Beachview Rd., and perhaps in the future through the few sporadic lakefront properties the 
City also owns.   
 
a. Extend vehicular access inside Osborne Park to a parking area much closer to the 

lake than what is currently available. 
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The City’s Parks Master Plan already proposes that a small parking area (20 spaces) be 
provided in relatively close proximity to the lake.  The City may want to re-evaluate 
whether those plans still provide the most beneficial solution, but either way, that new 
parking, along with its associated vehicular access, should be funded and developed at the 
City’s earliest opportunity.  
 

b. Pedestrian access within Osborne Park should be extended from its current 
northern terminus and from the new parking area to a point much closer to the 
upper edge of the steep slope, or even perhaps, down to the lake.   

 
The existing topography allows for a paved footpath to go considerably closer to the cliff 
than it does now, as well as for closer benches, grills, a possible gazebo, or even a picnic 
pavilion.  The ability to have a private picnic or reserve a pavilion for a large family picnic 
overlooking the lake could be a significant and popular attraction.  Stairs down the slope 
to the water’s edge should also be considered, perhaps with a viewing platform and 
benches or even a fishing pier. 
 

c. Consider the provision of lighting along the new paths and around new facilities 
in Osborne Park 

 
The City would have to determine its ability to fund such improvements, but 
consideration would also have to be given to security issues.  Typically, it is assumed that 
lighting parking and pedestrian areas improves public safety.  On the other hand, when 
lighting encourages nighttime use too far removed from public or police observation, it 
might be seen as having the opposite effect.  However, if the City can manage the security 
aspects, the results could foster the kind of “moonlight strolls, stargazing or other 
nighttime delights that are almost reminiscent of vacation resort experiences.     

 
d. Add a third, turning lane on Lake Shore Blvd. to make access into Osborne Park 

safer, easier and more inviting.  
 

As noted previously, a third lane should not only benefit commercial enterprises, but also 
park visitors.  (It might also aid residents of neighboring side streets.) 
 

e. Evaluate the City’s intentions for the land on Beachview Rd. identified as Sunset 
Park.  

 
While the original purpose in buying this land may have had little, if anything, to do with 
recreation, the City has made at least some accommodation to its public use for such 
purposes.  The City has provided benches overlooking the Lake, and a sign naming it a 
park.  At he same time, the condition of the adjacent right-of-way indicates that motorists 
are stopping or parking there for recreational reasons.  There is also some potential for 
additional accommodations and/or usage, depending on how the City chooses to define 
its intentions for the land. 
 
i. Consider the need to address the informal parking that already occurs within 

the Beachview Rd. right-of-way adjacent to Sunset Park. 
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Even if the City does not view the land as a “community” park, or intend for it to be 
an automotive destination, there are those who are stopping to walk around, sit on 
the provided benches, or look out at the Lake from their vehicles.  As a result the 
ground is rutted, barren of vegetation, occasionally muddy, and therefore, somewhat 
out of character for what still a scenic opportunity.   
 
If there is no intention for it to be a park, the benches and sign should be removed 
and a way found to prevent vehicles from stopping within the right-of-way.  If the 
desire is to keep it a “neighborhood” park, with pedestrian access only, vehicles will 
still need to be prohibited.  If parked vehicles are to be encouraged, there should be 
paved parking areas, even if only head-in spaces along the street.  If the decision is to 
tolerate but not encourage vehicles, perhaps all or parts of the right-of-way should be 
provided with a compromise surface of gravel or other means to enhance the 
appearance and organize the activity, while still avoiding a formal paved facility.       
 

ii. Consider pedestrian stairs down the slope to the lake, and like at Osborne 
Park, perhaps a platform or fishing pier at lake level. 
 
Unless even pedestrian access from neighborhood residents is to be discouraged, cost 
would appear to be the only reason not to offer more for those visitors. 
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CCCC....    LOST NATION ROAD RETAIL ZONINGLOST NATION ROAD RETAIL ZONINGLOST NATION ROAD RETAIL ZONINGLOST NATION ROAD RETAIL ZONING    
    

 

The primary focus of the Part II analysis and strategic development considerations dealt with the 
commercial zoning area along Lake Shore Blvd. and immediately adjacent properties on Lost 
Nation Road (Section B.)  This Section specifically examines the current and future zoning along 
Lost Nation Road from the southern limit of the Lake Shore area south to the land zoned 
General Business at the southeast corner of Hodgson Road.  The appropriateness of the existing 
zoning along this stretch of Lost Nation Road has been an issue for some time, and the subject 
of inquiries from affected private property owners. 
 
Analysis 
 
The map on the following page identifies the current zoning in this area, which includes 
residential districts, a light industrial district, a special airport zoning district, and two business 
districts.  Each of the first three consists of land that is contiguous, with relatively clear 
boundaries.  The land zoned for business, however, is non-contiguous, substantially comprised of 
vacant land, and not as well related to consistent or readily apparent delineating factors.  
 
Where the two business districts are currently located, however, there are at least legitimate 
justifications:  frontage on a road almost entirely dedicated to other commercial uses, the airport, 
light industrial development, or existing multi-family residential uses; accommodation of existing 
businesses; adjacency to the Lake Shore business area, and/or proximity to the airport and 
industrial development. 
 
In almost every instance, the areas between non-adjacent business district zoning locations are 
already developed in one way or another, and their zoning is not a significant issue.  The only 
area where non-business zoning might be open for at least some debate, is the industrially-zoned 
land on the west side of, and fronting on, Lost Nation Road that lies between the business 
zoning if front of the Tamarac development and Willoughby Pkwy.  All of that land is currently 
vacant, across from the airport, and as deep as the adjacent business zoning areas  The industrial  
zoning already permits retail business as a conditional use.  It is assumed that the City made retail 
business a condition rather than a permitted use because it would prefer that the land be 
developed for its intended, and more economically beneficial, industrial use.  But it also appears 
the City recognized that selected retail, in conformance with specific conditions, might serve as a 
positive adjunct to the industrial users.    
 
Recommendations 
  
It is still appropriate for the zoning of the land in question to remain industrial, and still 
reasonable to maintain the potential for industrial development by only permitting retail as a 
conditional use.  The current problem, however, is that two of the existing conditional use 
requirements for retail uses effectively preclude approval in this particular location.  One of those 
code conditions prohibits approval if the proposed retail structure is within 500 feet of a district 
boundary.  The other prohibits the building from fronting on an arterial street.  Neither condition 
could be met in the subject location.  There does not appear to be any significant reason to totally 
prohibit any retail option for any of this land.  But whether or not that was the original intent of 
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making it a conditional use, that is the current reality.  It would therefore seem reasonable to:   
maintain the existing zoning along Lost Nation Road; keep selected retail businesses as 
conditional uses in that district; and revise the current conditions for approval to make them 
attainable.  
 

            Map 20 – Lost Nation Rd. Zoning 
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DDDD....    IMIMIMIMPLEMENTATION SUMMARYPLEMENTATION SUMMARYPLEMENTATION SUMMARYPLEMENTATION SUMMARY    
    

 
The preceding Section C identified and discussed a range of strategy considerations that were 
suggested by the analysis of collected background data and initial observations.  After extensive 
review and feedback, potentially beneficial strategies were identified, refined and translated into 
specific implementation alternatives.  The following is a summary of those options.  Nearly all 
represent strategies discussed above in Section C, which are identified here by prior page number 
or other reference.    
 
If implemented, each item has the realistic potential to advance the City’s progress toward its 
Downtown objectives.  The list has no particular order, although some cannot be undertaken 
until others have already been implemented.  Other might be considered as high priority items 
simply because they can be implemented almost immediately, with little if any associated costs.  
In some instances, it may be necessary to further investigate the practical, technical and/or 
economic feasibility of implementation as intended.  For convenience, the recommended 
implementation options are sorted according to three primary categories of responsibility, 
process, and cost:  Regulations; Administrative Initiatives; and Capital Investments.      
  
 

REGULATIONS 
 
1. Amend the current business districts’ regulations for the North End only - or create a 

new business district specifically for the North End. 
 

i. Permit multi-family residential uses along Lakeshore Blvd. with requirements to 
make such development possible without being out of character with the 
neighborhood.  (See Section B-1-b-i, pg 59) 

 
ii. Permit detached, single-family dwellings along Lakeshore Blvd.  (See Section B-1-

b-ii, pg 59) 
 
2. Re-evaluate residential regulations within the R-50 District to identify any setback or 

other requirements that might be unnecessarily discouraging home owner 
reinvestment.  (See Section B-2-c, pg 62) 

 
3. Continue to permit some retail as a conditional use within the Industrial Zoning 

District.  (See Section C, pp 65-66) 
 
4. Amend the conditions for approval of selected retail uses within the Industrial 

District.  (See Section C, pp 65-66)  
  

i. Eliminate or significantly reduce minimum setback for district boundary; and 
 

ii. Allow use adjacent to arterial road, but not with direct access.  
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CAPITAL INVESTMENTS 
 
1. Extend the third turning lane on Lake Shore Blvd. to at least include all of the 

commercial frontage and Osborne Park.  (See Sections B-1-c-i, pg 60 and B-3-d, pg 
63) 

 
2. Explore ways to enhance the public R.O.W. along Lake Shore Blvd. and the north 

end of Lost Nation Rd.  (See Section B-1-c-ii, pg 60) 
 
3. Look for any way(s) possible to overcome the inherent obstacles to improving the 

residential rights-of-ways.  (See Section B-2-b, pg 62) 
 
4. Proceed with the Parks Master Plan recommendation to construct vehicular access 

and parking nearer to the Lake in Osborne Park.  (See Section B-3-a, pp 62-63) 
 
5. Extend pedestrian access in Osborne Park as close as possible to the top edge of the 

slope down the Lake Erie, and evaluate the appropriateness of doing the same thing 
at Sunset Park.  (See Section B-3-b, pg 63) 

 
6. Consider building stairs down the water’s edge at Osborne Park, Build stairs to 

beaches at both Osborne and Sunset Parks, and evaluate the appropriateness of doing 
the same thing at Sunset Park.  (See Sections B-3-b, pg 63 and B-3-e-ii, pg 64) 

 
7. Consider building a viewing or fishing platform or pier near the water’s edge at 

Osborne Park, and evaluate the appropriateness of doing the same thing at Sunset 
Park.  (See Section B-3-b, pg 63) 

 
8. Consider providing lighting for the new vehicular and pedestrian access to Lake Erie 

at Osborne Park, balancing public safety and potential benefits.  (See Section B-3-c, 
pg 63) 

 
9. Evaluate what, if anything, should be done with the informal parking occurring along 

the road at Sunset Park.  (See Section B-3-e-i, pp 63-64) 
 
 

ADMINISTRATIVE INITIATIVES 
 
1. Modify commercial expectations along Lake Shore Blvd. to reflect market conditions.  

(See Section B-1, pg 57) 
 
2. Encourage private property owners to enhance their sides of the R.O.W.  (See Section 

B-1-c-ii, pg 60)  
 
3. Include the residential areas in the Community Reinvestment Area (CRA).  (See 

Section B-2-a, pg 61) 
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4. Investigate additional ways to minimize private investments costs and procedures.  
(See Section B-2, pp 60-61) 

 
5. Continue to expeditiously respond to needed repairs and general maintenance.  (See 

Section B-2-b, pg 62) 
 
6. Ask residents and current investors what they believe might be impediments to 

reinvestment.  (See Section B-2-c, pg 62) 
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AAAA....    PURPOSEPURPOSEPURPOSEPURPOSE    
    

 

 

Willoughby, like most older cities, faces the challenges of maintaining its residential areas – 
particularly the older areas.  Adequate maintenance is essential to assure that property values are 
preserved and older neighborhoods continue as desirable places to live.   
 
If it is in the public interest to require a building to be constructed in compliance with applicable 
codes, then it should also be in the public interest to assure that buildings remain in compliance 
over time. 
 
The purpose of this focused study is for the city to consider if it should implement additional 
ways – beyond current programs – to assure that properties are adequately maintained.  
 
The 1994 Comprehensive Plan recognized that housing maintenance is an important objective 
for the City to pursue.  During the Phase I process of assessing the continued validity of the 1994 
Plan’s objectives (undertaken in the spring of 2007), the Planning Commission and Council – at 
least informally at the joint meetings – concluded that it continues to be important to 
“…implement non-economic program tools to support home maintenance in the City.”   
 
Specifically, this element includes: 
 

1. A summary the City’s current housing maintenance requirements; 
 
2. A composite list what other communities are doing – or “best management practices” – 

from which the City of Willoughby can consider possible programs; 
 

3. A suggested maintenance program for the City’s consideration and further discussion. 
 

The plan also recognizes that supplemental public improvements are important to bring older 
neighborhoods up to current subdivision standards.  This was recommended in the 1994 
Comprehensive Plan and continues to be supported in the Plan update.  
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BBBB....    EXISTING MAINTENANCE PROGRAMSEXISTING MAINTENANCE PROGRAMSEXISTING MAINTENANCE PROGRAMSEXISTING MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS    
    

 

 

1. Owner’s Responsibility.   
 

All property owners have a continuing responsibility to maintain their properties in 
compliance with the building code.  A property owner, or agent, may request that the city 
inspect a property.  Except for compliant driven inspections (see below), there is no means to 
assure that property owners are in compliance.   

 
2. Exterior Maintenance Inspections by Complaint.  
 

The City in response to a complaint will inspect the exterior of a property.  Once a complaint 
has been received, the City then will undertake similar inspections for the entire street. 
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CCCC....    WHAT OTHER CITIES ARE DOINGWHAT OTHER CITIES ARE DOINGWHAT OTHER CITIES ARE DOINGWHAT OTHER CITIES ARE DOING    
    

 

 
Based on our experience in addressing similar issues in other communities, and research related 
to this assignment, it is our understanding that the following represent a composite of housing 
maintenance/inspection programs that are being “commonly used” in communities.  However, 
we have no statistical basis to know what percentage of the communities in the region are using 
each technique.  The following are generally listed in the order of least to most difficult to 
implement based on such factors as cost and community acceptance. 
 
1. Ticketing.   
 

This process authorizes the City (Building Department) to issue a citation (Ticket) for minor 
misdemeanor.  This is treated like a parking violation and the property owner cited, may 
plead guilty, waive appearing in municipal court and pay the fine.  Minor misdemeanors could 
include violations with respect to: vehicles, including recreational vehicles; outdoor storage; 
fences; swimming pools; landscaping; dumpsters; signs; visibility at intersections; exterior 
lighting; etc.  At least for some violations, the time required for compliance could be 
substantially reduced.   

 
2. Registration of Rental Properties.   
 

The registration requires that all owners of rental property – whether single family, two-
family, or multiple families – register the property with the City on a regular (usually annual) 
basis.  This assures that the City is aware of those properties that are being occupied for 
“business purposes.”  With the registration the property owner consents to the property 
being subject to inspection with seven (7) days written notice.  

 
3. Point of Sale Inspections – Exterior Only.   
 

This program requires the exterior only inspection of property that is being offered for sale 
prior to the sale transaction being completed.  Exterior only point of sale inspections 
recognize that the non-compliant exterior visual or building code deficiencies have more of 
an adverse impact on the community than many of the interior deficiencies that may not be 
as apparent to the neighborhood.  A list of those items subject to inspection would need to 
be prepared. 

 
While residents may object to government being involved in the “routine” inspection of 
private property, the cost of point of sale inspections – whether exterior only or both interior 
and exterior (see next item) – may be reasonably covered by the fee required at the time of 
inspection.  

 
4. Point of Sale Inspections - Interior and Exterior.   
  

This program requires inspection of any residential property that is being offered for sale, and 
prior to the sale being completed.  The purpose is to recognize that it is in the public interest 
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to assure that residential properties continue to be in compliance with the building code.  The 
benefit is to the community, at large, and is not intended to protect the interests of any 
individual owner. The inspection occurs at a time when funds can be reasonably reserved, as 
part of the negotiated sale transaction, to assure that the code violations are corrected.  A 
definitive list of items that are subject to the inspection would need to be prepared.  Point of 
sale programs are being used by a number of communities in the region.   

 
5. Routine (Regular Schedule) Inspection of Residential Rental Properties.   
 

Some communities, in association with the above registration, require that rental properties 
be routinely inspected.  The inspection could be annual or less often, say, every three years.  

 
6. Routine Exterior Inspection of All Residential Properties.   
 

Usually the entire city could be inspected every three to five years depending on the staff level 
that can be supported. Inspections would be strictly from the public right-of-way. Generally, 
no inspection fee is collected, so the cost of the inspection is entirely borne by the City. 
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DDDD....     IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS    
    

 

 
Based on the foregoing options, the City has determined that the highest priority should be to 
authorize the issuance of “tickets” for minor misdemeanors.  
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Part IVPart IVPart IVPart IV    
Priority Priority Priority Priority Conservation & Conservation & Conservation & Conservation & Priority Priority Priority Priority Development Development Development Development 
AreasAreasAreasAreas    
    

Contents:  
• Background & Policy Considerations 

• Proposed Willoughby PCAs & PDAs 
 

• A - CRWP Program Excerpts 

• B – CRWP Draft PCAs & PDAs 
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BACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUNDBACKGROUND    
    

 
The Chagrin River Watershed Partners, Inc. (CRWP) has been engaged in a long term project to 
help affected communities develop a Chagrin River Balanced Growth Plan that would include 
the entire Chagrin watershed.  As described by CRWP, it has been mapping “Draft Priority 
Conservation Areas (PCAs) and Draft Priority Development Areas (PDAs)” for each community 
within the watershed, “as a Pilot Project under [the auspices of] the Ohio Balanced Growth 
Program.”  (See website at www.epa.state.oh.us/oleo)  In conjunction with the program, “the 
Ohio Lake Erie Commission (OLEC) is coordinating [the CRWP and community efforts] with 
State agencies to develop incentives to implement PCAs and PCAs. 
 
Through this pilot, CRWP is “working with interested members to locally designate priority areas 
for conservation and development, and [where necessary] to implement best land use practices, 
including riparian and wetland setbacks, conservation development, and comprehensive storm 
water management.”  The CRWP drafts PCAs and PDAs are being shared with local 
communities for input and modifications based on local conditions and needs, and “will not be 
finalized without local government agreement.”     
 
CRWP defines PCAs as “locations where land use change is predicted to have a high impact on 
the watershed in terms of ”flooding, erosion, and water quality…a locally designated area for 
protection or restoration[which] may be important as ecological, agricultural, or public access 
[purpose].   
 
CRWP defines PDAs as “locations where land use change is predicted to have minimal impact 
on the watershed and where other conditions, such as access to highways, existing or planned 
utility service areas, and existing development, suggest that additional development may be 
appropriate…a locally designated area where growth and/or redevelopment should be 
encouraged to maximize development potential….Communities endorsing the CRWP…PCAs 
and PDA’s will be recognized by the State as participating in the Chagrin River Balanced Growth 
Plan,” with the potential benefits including: 
 

• Possible State assistance for local projects within PCAs and PDAs; 

• Support for local zoning provisions that promote conservation and resource protection; 

• Other State incentives now being developed, which may include additional points on 
grant applications and/or savings on State loans; and 

• Potential community savings on infrastructure and utility management, and contributions 
to the community’s character.   

  
Particularly relevant portions of the CRWP program description are reproduced in Appendix A, 
with additional information available on their web site.  The CRWP Draft PCA and PDA for 
Willoughby, including prior modifications requested by the City, are provided in Appendix B.  
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POLICY POLICY POLICY POLICY CONSIDERATIONSCONSIDERATIONSCONSIDERATIONSCONSIDERATIONS    
    

 
The 1994 Willoughby Comprehensive Plan and the 2008 Comprehensive Plan Update emphasize 
the City’s policies regarding future development, as well as its commitments to land conservation 
and resource protection.  Those policies are reflected in both existing and proposed zoning and 
land use regulations.  (See preceding Phases I and II of the Plan Update)   
 
Balancing development and conservation interests and needs within the Chagrin River watershed, 
is obviously a desirable objective, and fully compatible with Willoughby’s stated goals and 
policies.  The PCA and PDA initiatives described by the Chagrin River Watershed Partners 
should contribute to the realization of that objective, particularly in terms of coordinating the 
efforts of the individual communities involved.  So long as the programs proceed and function as 
represented, they should serve as a useful tool to help guide the City as it continues to evolve.  As 
outlined by the State and CRWP, the potential for funding and other benefits resulting from a 
resolution of support from Willoughby should also be a consideration. 
 
The City’s participation, however, must reflect a number of specific policy considerations and 
clear understandings with the State and CRWP: 
 

• The final locations and boundaries of Willoughby’s PDAs and PCA’s will be determined by 
the City.  (See following map, Conceptual Priority Conservation and Development Areas) 

 

• The proposed maps are generalized and cannot be used to determine exact boundaries 
between designated areas. 

 

• Any discrepancy regarding the designation for a particular piece of land must be resolved by 
the City.   

 

• If there are map designations that may be found to conflict with other local public polices or 
the underlying zoning the resolution should be in favor of that policy and/or or zoning 
unless otherwise explicitly altered by the City. 
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       Conceptual Priority Conservation and Development Areas  
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 CRWP PROGRAM EXCERPTS CRWP PROGRAM EXCERPTS CRWP PROGRAM EXCERPTS CRWP PROGRAM EXCERPTS    
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CRWP DRAFT PCAs & PDAsCRWP DRAFT PCAs & PDAsCRWP DRAFT PCAs & PDAsCRWP DRAFT PCAs & PDAs    
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APPENDIX APPENDIX APPENDIX APPENDIX AAAA    ––––    DOWNTOWN PROPERTY SURVEYDOWNTOWN PROPERTY SURVEYDOWNTOWN PROPERTY SURVEYDOWNTOWN PROPERTY SURVEY 

 
         Map A-1 - Property Identification - For Following Property Description Table & Table 1 
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Table A-1 - Property Descriptions 
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APPAPPAPPAPPENDIX ENDIX ENDIX ENDIX BBBB    –––– INTERVIEW RESULTS INTERVIEW RESULTS INTERVIEW RESULTS INTERVIEW RESULTS    
    

 
On December 13, 2007, interviews were conducted with eleven individuals identified as having a 
vested interest in the future of Willoughby’s historic downtown.  About half of those interviewed 
own property within the downtown, and all but one are also business owners.  Although it was a 
relatively small sample of all interested parties, the consistencies in the opinions expressed 
suggested that a larger sampling would likely provide similar results.   A number of observations 
were shared by most, if not all, of those interviewed, representing wide-spread agreement on 
particular subjects.  Several opinions were shared by a majority of respondents.  Many others 
were offered by only one or two respondents, but were deemed to be potentially informative.      
 
 

Retail   
 

Everyone expressed a desire for more retail and less office or other non-retail uses on the ground 
floor, and for more retail diversity.  Several people saw a need for more shops that would attract 
women to the downtown area, such as higher-end clothing stores, women’s accessories, 
boutiques, etc.  Others suggested more shops that encourage browsing or more “niche” shops 
like “Spin” and “The Spice Peddler.”  A need for “brand name” stores was suggested.  Several 
also expressed concern that Downtown was losing its antique shops. 
 

Restaurants   
 

There were mixed responses to the preponderance of Downtown restaurants.  Some believe 
there are too many restaurants, while others said there weren’t enough.  Two respondents 
thought there needed to be more up-scale restaurants, but at least one said the need was more 
family-style restaurants.  Several commented that restaurants were fine, but that there were too 
many “bars.”  Others were concerned that the restaurants don’t attract enough day-time business.   
 

Special Events 
 

All participants like the several special events held Downtown, and most think there should be 
more.  The Arts festival, Frontier Days and the free concerts were all praised highly by the 
majority of participants.  One person mentioned that the Bike Rally “Spin” held in October was a 
success and should be repeated.  The same respondent suggested additional activities linked to 
the River, such as a spring fishing tournament or festival, timed to coincide with the trout 
spawning season.   
 

Riverwalk   
 

While some expressed reservations about the proposed Riverwalk development, most thought it 
would not adversely impact existing businesses.  Several suggested the two areas would attract 
different markets, different businesses, and non-competitive rents.  Some thought the project 
might even be beneficial by adding potential customers to the area, provided a convenient and 
economical way could be found to generate pedestrian access between the two locations.  Most 
believe walking across the Mentor Avenue bridge would not be a reasonable solution because of 
the high volume and proximity of adjacent traffic.   
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Parking 
 

Everyone mentioned the overall lack of adequate and convenient customer parking as a 
significant issue.  Many commented on how some large land owners have ample parking for their 
own businesses, and sometimes even enough to lease out the surplus.  At the same time, 
however, most property owners and businesses have few if any parking spaces of their own, or 
common spaces that are sufficiently close or convenient.  Everyone also said that because of the 
steep grade, as well as the distance, City parking areas across from Todd Field are not a viable 
option for most downtown patrons, particularly for senior citizens and the handicapped.  All 
added that they would be likely to support a financially acceptable and mutually beneficial way to 
bridge the gap between parking and other activities in the valley and the Downtown businesses, if 
such a thing can be devised, and if it could be done without too much damage to the visual 
environment.  One respondent was glad there were no parking meters.  Another was unhappy 
that so many institutional parking spaces are vacant but unavailable for most of the week. 

 

Safety and vandalism  
 

Safety and vandalism was also mentioned by all the participants.  None thought that adequate 
safety is an actual problem, but that there might be an issue of perception.  Several mentioned 
that loud motorcycles and riders frequenting local businesses can give the impression that 
Downtown may not be safe for everyone.  Others mentioned that crowds of smokers outside the 
bars also created a feeling of unease.  
 

The responses to vandalism were mixed.  Several said it is an issue and blamed it on inebriated 
patrons of specific bars and restaurants.  At least one said that vandalism does not occur on the 
main streets, but on the side streets where there are less “eyes on the street.”  Some said that 
most of the vandalism was caused by teenagers hanging out downtown.  Still others said they 
have not seen enough incidents of vandalism in downtown to consider it a problem, and one 
attributed that to the increased police presence and improved lighting.  

 

Streetscapes  
 

Everyone mentioned that they liked the streetscape provided by the city along Erie Street, as well 
as the care the city takes to maintain it.  They like the flags, the flowers and the seasonal 
decorations.  Several said they would like to see the City extend the streetscape down the side 
streets.   

 

General ambience 
 

Everyone likes the “feel” of the downtown area and want to see it maintained.  While it has some 
flaws, they all believe that it is a “special” place. 
 
Building Facades 
 

Many would like more attention given to issues involving building façades, including 
maintenance, historic preservation, protecting original architectural features, and the general 
visual “fabric” of downtown.  Several identified specific instances of unsightly store windows, 
dirty interiors visible from the sidewalk, and debris collecting in front of stores.  Several people 
talked about the problems of absentee landlords who own buildings that need repair or 
renovation.  
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Funding for Improvements 
 

The property owners we interviewed said they would support, or would consider supporting, the 
creation of a “benefit assessment district,” provided they were convinced of the benefits for them 
and the district as a whole, and provided they believed it was set up fairly, with financial 
responsibilities appropriate to specific properties.  Business owners leasing space were not so 
sure, concerned with their roles in decision making, as well as their specific benefits and financial 
obligations. 
 

Observations offered by one or two respondents: 
 

The permitting process for the City needs to be clearer and more “user friendly;”   
 

The city needs to do a better job of informing residents in the historic district of the boundaries 
of the district and the special rules that apply within the district; 
 

Beer sales at local festivals and events should be stopped because it cuts down on bar and 
restaurant business during those events; 
 

More cooperation between the City and the Merchants Association is needed to plan for events 
and solve various issues. 
 

There are too many separate “Downtown” organizations with similar goals, but little or no 
coordination and too frequently, a duplication of efforts.  It would be better if they were all 
combined into one organization with a paid director. 
 

More than one would like to see stores stay open later at least one night during the week, and on 
both Friday and Saturday.   
 

At least two said that the city should make a better effort to remove leaves and snow from the 
streets and sidewalks, at least before major events. 
 

The use of “sandwich board” signs has gotten out of control. 
 

Some may need financial assistance to adequately maintain the architectural integrity of their 
building façades.  
 

The City needs more staff to help tenants with landlords, assist with getting through the City 
processes, take an active role in attracting the right tenants, and/or provide inspections before a 
new tenant moves in.   
 

Should promote artists’ lofts, galleries and generally an artist community. 
 

Need more “timely” garbage collection. 
 

There needs to be better taxi service on weeknights. 
 

Promote Downtown as a “real and original” Legacy Village. 
 

Upper floor residences good to have but need to be bigger, better units. 
 

“Tow Away Zone” signs not customer friendly. 
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APPENDIX APPENDIX APPENDIX APPENDIX CCCC    ––––    DOWNTOWN FIRST FLOOR OCCUPANCYDOWNTOWN FIRST FLOOR OCCUPANCYDOWNTOWN FIRST FLOOR OCCUPANCYDOWNTOWN FIRST FLOOR OCCUPANCY 

 
         Map C-1 - First Floor Occupancy – Erie Street 
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  Map C-2 - First Floor Occupancy – Other Streets 
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APPAPPAPPAPPENDIX ENDIX ENDIX ENDIX DDDD    ––––    NORTH END COMMERCIAL PROPERTYNORTH END COMMERCIAL PROPERTYNORTH END COMMERCIAL PROPERTYNORTH END COMMERCIAL PROPERTY 

 
             Map D-1 - Property Identification for Table C-1 Commercial Property Descriptions 
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      Table D-1 - Commercial Property Descriptions 

        
 


